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FOUR YEARS
OF COUNTY
AGENTS WORK

CHARMING ENTERTAINMENT

j

Mrs. William Springer proved her-!
self a most charming
hostess
to j
i seventeen of her lady friends at an :
; auction party given at her home on j
Thursday afternoon. The house w as i
|very
attractively
decorated
wfith I
I flowers, and jack-o-lanterns graced !

13,. 1860
To

No. 42

HARKING BACK TO
THE GOOD OLD DAYS

AUTO ACCIDENT

H. H. S. AND
RICKER CLASH
NEXT FRIDAY

An accident occurred on Mutton
Hill Friday evening which resulted
in two cars being seriously smashed
up with no damage to the occupants.
A Buick car driven by Frank Clark
was going up the hill on the right
.
#
I
~ '
hand side and a Chevrolet, the driver
of wrhich is not known, was coming
[ delicious supper was served at the j
1
“ down on the left. The driver of the
close of the game, at which colorful j
Buick got over almost into the ditch
nosegays were used as favors.
j
____
to avoid a collision, but the car cornMrs. Wellington Bamford won the
Retrospection is good for the soul settler got reminiscent and relates the
down kept bearing more to the
first prize while the consolation prize the sages tell ns.
left
and struck the up coming car
circumstances surrounding the arrival
was won by Mrs. James Jackins.
amidships. The damage to the Buick
Perhaps there is no way of better of the first train into Houlton over
The party came to a close in time
was considerable consisting of two
In the spring of 1&17 the Extension
Messrs Cotton and Ludwig will roll
to attend the measuring the extent of the progress the New Brunswick and Canada smashed mud guards and a running
Office at Orono received a petition! tor a11 the gue8tH
made by the human race than in look Railroad on the branch from Debec.
out their gridiron charges at the Park
board on one side, both axels were
from the farmers of Aroostook County TemPle theater where they enjoyed ing into the great advances made* in
Friday afternoon for their annual fray
The entire town
turned out and
an excellnt picture as well as the
sprung
and the gear box being torn : a.gainst the proteges of Witham, coach
for a County Agent. The first county ,
transportation facilities as the world gathered on the first turn of what is
agent arrived in the county on May tas*hi°n show which followed it.
away irom the engine. It was esti-1
the Ricker eleven.
This pre
Those present were Mrs. James has rolled on. Taking yourself hack now the Canadian Pacific track. The
mated
that
the
total
amount
of
damage
historic
contest
has
been
a yearly
1st and an assistant in October of
Jackins, Mrs. Jack Britton, Mrs. Clare to the earliest days when mans lirst day was a holiday in Houlton and they
will
be
well
over
seven
hundred
affajr
since
back
in
the
nineties
and
that year.
The work in 1917 was
means of locomotion was his logs and were all there.
Fully a thousand
largely getting acquainted with the \
Ki(^ er’ M rs- A the distance he could cover iu a day people were on the train which was dollars. The Chevrolet was crushed j-ias always been looked forward to
W. Bamford, Mrs. Alfred Rogers, Mrs.
hard on the left hand side driving
jocai football followers eagery.
county and the farmers.
G. A. Hall, Mrs. Frank McPartland, was dependent upon his, own endur an excursion from St. Stephen. The
the
engine
about
six
inches
back,
\yjth
the exception of one or two
During the year 1918 both agents
Mrs. Alton Titcomb, Mrs. Jack Lukin, ance, and up to the present age with excursionists brought a baud with
became better acquainted with farm -,
and
smashing
the
radiator.
years
when misunderstandings existits contemporaneous mania for speed them and escorted by the citizens of
ers and conditions and considerable j IWrs- HaroI(l Chadwick, Mrs. W. B.
An arrangement was made between ed between the teams, a yearly battle
on land and sea and in the1 air we arc1 Houlton marched in a body down to
extension work w as
done.
Both R°hen, Mrs. Percy McGary, Mrs. Ruby
the two car drivers whereby the one ; aml sometimes more than one has
agents and farmers alike realized the i McDonald, Miss Marion Buzzell, Miss
causing the accident will pay a stipu
always been the program.
need of an organization thru which j Marion Cleveland and Miss
Veta
lated weekly amount until the amount
An attempt was made to secure a
of damage is paid up.
larger numbers of farmers could be j A s^ elist of the scores of the past game#
reached and greater results realized, j M A I w r
for publication, but it was found that
Other counties throughout the United [
in the old days the great game did
States bad formed successful Farm
not attract as much attention as it
Bureaus, and on November
19 at
does in modern times, and while in
Houlton the foundation of the Aroos
some cases a bare mention of the
took County Farm Bureau was la id .! Picric Acid
is a surplus
war
Women from every part of the game was made, on others there was
During the first year Aroostook had ; explosive, suitable for blowing stumps
state gathered on Tuesday at Bruns- none at all except that the teams
400 members from 24 towns with 17 I and rocks.
The United States Dewick, to meet in the annual conven- were going to play,
organlzed communities. An organiz-1 partment of Agriculture, Washington, !
tion of the Maine League of Women
Both teams have been putting in
ed community is a community having j D. C. has 12,500,000 pounds available !
Voters. Fair weather
appropriately some hard workouts on the field in
a Farm Bureau Community Chairman ‘ for distribution to stimulate interest |
heralded an enthusiastic and well ; preparation for the contest but it is
and a man in charge of each line of in clearing land.
attended meeting.
admitted that the High School lads
work conducted in that community.
Maine is alloted 312,000 pounds.
The election of officers and directors have the edge.
Ricker suffered a
At the Annual Meeting - and S e e d ; This will be held in reserve until
for ibe coming year were as follows: rather disastrous rout from the MillShow at the Perry Theatre, October ! May 1, 1922 if not called for by thafN
Chairman,
Miss
Mabel
Connor, inocket team while High School got
25, the reports on the work for the j time the allotment will be cancelled, j
Augusta.
the loud end in a one sided contest
past year will be read, program of j Distribution will be made in each
1st Vice Chairman,
Miss Helen against Van Buren.
There is no way
work for 1922 adopted and officers state thru the Agricultural College |
Bates. Portland.
of comparing the chances of the two
elected. The Farm Bureau does not if possible.
No land owner will be j
2nd Vice Chairman,
Mrs. Isabel teams, but judges of football who
conflict with any other organization ; allowed more than 1,000 pounds. The j
Greenwood. Farmington.
witnessed both games do not hestitate
in the county and is working for the j cooperating agency will secure indivi- 1
Roc. Secy., Miss Elizabeth Bass, to say that High School showed a
interest of every Aroostook farmer,
j dual orders for picric acid, consolidate j
Wilton.
superior knowledge of the game,
Wood Burner on N. B. R. R. 1SS0
If you are arleady a Farm Bureau them into car load lots and forward
Cor. Secy., Mrs. Gertrude Bates, faster work on both the offense and
Each j
member without doubt you will be to Bureau of Public Roads.
Portland.
defense, and a greater alertness takthe town where a big banquet
was
_____
carload
accompanied
by
a
list
of
all ,)ettt>r al,le to appreciate tlm g n a
present to support your organization,
Auditor,
Mrs.
Frank
Woodruff, ing advantages of breaks that came
and if you are not, come and find o u t ! land owners among whom the ship- j changes that otherwise we would fai awaiting them in the old Frisbie ball. Brunswick.
their way.
what the Farm Bureau had done and ment will be distributed. No order |to notice,
Tlte train arrived at about eleven
District Directors of the CongresThere is no telling, however, what
The above cut is the lirst introduc
how it can help you in the future.
will be accepted for less than mini
o'clock in the morning and departed si(,nal District:
may turn.up as football is the most
tion
that
Aroostook
County
ever
had
mum car load because of prohibitive
1st District. Miss Margaret Thomp- uncertain game in the world, and
to a mode of travel other than by at four in the afternoon after a bp
Aroostook Encampment, No. 41, I . ) freight rates.
son.
Kennebunkport.
after the whistle blows ending the
a glance banquet and speeches and a genera
O. O. F . held its first meeting for the j The freight rate from Sparta, Wis horse and it only takes
2nd District. Mrs. Dora E. Crockett, last quarter the world will know what
season last Tuesday evening and a j where some of the picric acid
is j around to determine the advances that Jgood time, and in those days a good
Rockland.
happened.
large number were present.
After j stored will be approximately 3.49c have been made even in our small time was a good time. There were no
did
District.
Mrs.
James
Riley.
MadiThe probable line-up as they will
the w ork a fine oyster stew was |per pound. The cost of catridgeing, corner of the world in a small space police restrictions and everybody join
sen.
go
on the field is as follows:
ed in. It was a big day for Houlton
served. Preparations were made for j distributing and handling in coopera- of forty years.
4th District, Mrs. Myrtle L. T. Ricker
H igh School
The souvenir edition of the AROOS- end no pains were spared to celebrate
a vigorous campaign for new members j tion with a state agency will be 7
Whit*1, Presque Isle.
Either
LE
(Capt.)
Bagnall
1Til it in the good old fashioned way.
and a date was set for the meeting j cents per pound, making picric acid ; TOOK TIMES published May
Directors at large:
Logie
LT
Manuel
has
the
following
to
say
of
the
rail
Now compare the present transporta
of the several
degree
teams* for ( cost land owners around Presque Isle
Mrs. Ada Steston Lowell. Kenne- Collins
LG
J. Peabody
roads
of
Houlton
refering
to
the
above
tion
facilities
in
the
town
of
Houlton
rehersal. It was also decided to work , approximately 11 cents per pound,
bunk; Mrs. A. T. Balentine, Portland; Henderson
C
C. O’Donnell
In
the Patriarchal Degree at the next J A catridge of picric acid as it has cut which appeared at the same time.! with those of fifty years ago.
Mrs. E. H. Boody, Portland; Mrs. Sherman
RG
Dobbins
been prepared for distribution weighs “ In 1852 the New Brunswick and ! those days the old fashioned wood Frank Whittier. Brunswick: Mrs. W. Grant
regular meeting.
RT
Whited
Canada
Railroad,
then
being
pushed
.
burner
was
the
only
means
of
drawabout 6 ounces and is about equal iu
R. Rattengall. Augusta; Miss Rita Smith
RE
W. O'Donnell
A giant owl measuring 54 inches
to
completion,
established
a
line
to
j
ing
railroad
trains
of
which
there
was
strength to an eight ounce catridge
Talbot. Kennebunkport.
Barnes
Hovey
from wing tip to wing tip and weigh- of commercial dvnamite
Q
used
for Richmond, N. B., six miles from Houl-jonly one (Mitering the town. At pry
------------------------------------Tracy
LHB
H.
Peabody
ing three pounds exactly was shot j agricujturaj blasting.
! ton, and in 1S7U the line entered 1sent there an* two with a prospect
An observing person wll notice that (Capt.)
Thursday
evening at dusk just out
“
For stump or rock blasting picric Houlton. its station being, as now. : of another one in the not distant
the local stores have ceased leaving
Dufour
RHB
McCluskey
side 4>f Houlton. The bird put up a acid can be used exactly the same as [on Garrison Hill, and in 1871 railroad j future.
There were no automobiles
their
doors
open
to
trade.
It
is
not
Berry
FB
Fowler
stiff Iwttle with his captor before dynamite except a No. 8 cap is used communication was opened between i a half
a century ago and
travel
Substitutes of both teams that are
flnaUy
succumbing,
and
several instead of No 6 if using dynamite. Houlton and Bangor which in a ‘ between tin* inland county towns was that they want to keep the trade out
but that they want to keep the heat liable to get into the game before it
scratches and wounds in his arm from For blasting ditches the electric Imeasure obviated the necessity of an' whollyby horse and wagon.
At tin1
hi.
closes are— for Ricker, A. Jones, V.
the wicked claws, measuring about method of fireing must be used. De- uncertain transportation by stage. 1present
time there are over seven
Thomas V. Doherty Esq. was the Jones and G. Roach. For High School
one inch in length, were received, j ta jjed information and instructions as j through this tor a number of years >hundred automobiles in the town with
Green, L. Niles, Morehouse, Collins.
The prparation Of the birds for W inter j
the U8e Qf picric acJd in stump ; ami even at the present time is in Jmore arriving all the time. Aeroplane speaker of the afternoon atthe High
last
Wednesday when
a
The game is scheduled for 3 p. m.
w as clearly shown by the fact that blasting can be secured by application |vogue between Houlton and the inland; travel we know little about as yet Sihool
it w as feathered heavily clear down to to the Bureau of Public Roads, De- I towns. In 1894 the Bangor and Aroos- except as a plaything at Fairs and Columbus Day program was carried the same as last week when lack of
out. Mr. Doherty chose as his subject bathing suits to go around necessitated
the clawa.
; partment of Agriculture Washington, took R. R. tapped Houlton and con from what we road in the newspapers,
“ The Life of Columbus.” In addition the postponment.
tinued
to
Presque
Isle
and
Garibou
but
that
it
is
or.
the
way
towards
a
j D. C.
---------------affording
increased
transportation more prominent part in the daily life to the talk there was a fine musical
program.
facilities.”
ol the world is clearly evideneed by
! George Ginsberg of Bangor, UniWord 1las bee n rece ivod th at Newt
In looking at the above cut an old its rapid achievements.
j versity of Maine ’21, was in town last
Cl innhill,, who

!each °r the four tabies A v, r> IGreat leiebration Upon the Arrival of the First W o o d
Burner into Houlton in 1870

Aroostook Farmers B e n e fit
Greatly by Their
Services

I

Both Teams in Good Condition
High School Has Edge
by Critics

MAINE FARMERS CAN
PURCHASE EXPLOSIVE
FROM U. S. GOVERNMENT

MAINE LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS CONVEN
TION AT BRUNSWICK

j

*

SMOOTH TALK
TO VETERANS THAT
NEEDS INVESTIGATION

It has keen reported by the Ken- j week on business
Friends of the
nebec Journal that a smooth-talking i University of Maine will iemembet
man has been traveling through j Mr- Ginsberg as one of the
best
CD's alleys continue to draw a
Maine, calling upon veterans of the |Quarters that the Orono institution
of luiwiiug fans e;»< h day and
Civil W a r or the widows of such and [ bus seen in many years. He is now soim
lien ilsonie scores
a [•" lieliic.
inducing them to pay him money for a^«<-><-iated with his father in the ehalkc*(1 ii jl. pete Rogers
a memorial card or flag bearing
a 1wholesale clothing business in Bangor.
er 1;ISt Week with a clean -core

BOWLING NOTES

record of the veteran’s military service, which he
promises will
be
delivered a few weeks later and which
many are led to believe will come
from Washington and he official and
authentic. Although he issald to have
been operating for more than a year
it is not reported that the promised
‘ record” has reached any
of
his

'

The lamentable error bv which tlm
,.P(.pnt defeat ()f Ri(.kf.r i)y MiHinorket
' NVUS attributed to Houlton High and
]lf.raldod as such in the papers in the
southern part of the state has be.mi
rectified and in connection tin* Port
land Express has the following m say:
'Through an error of transmission it
was stated in He- Sunday Teiegra.U!
’ hat tin* Millinocket High Scb'-ol foot
customers.
dal) team defeated Houlton High 5s
Persons approached with any such to o. It was the Ricker Classical !nproposition will do well to ask their stitufe eleven which was beaten. Ifouicaller to show his credentials before ' on High has an enviable record on
tin1 gridiron and it is unfortunate tlm*
paying money for an article which, if tlnur nqmtation should have been cron
not official, would be
of
doubtfu1 t'-nporuril y tarnished by the er
value, and if the canvasser claims roneous report.”
that he is an official or employee of
_____________
the United States Government a n d .
can not show credentials, report the

case to the commander of the near-

MIXING BUSINFSS
WITH PLEASURE

.Mill walked i iff w ith tile \\e,
1;ol 11ed on
OF ler -riH'e
wen ■ 1lex ' s 117, < ’;i i d v " i i b
‘Ver; : 1 mli is way aim' C

k!\
tin

POTATOES
Tin* pas
shipments

previous
sum shod

and Frid;
Maine's si
S CJ;11] 1! g (1,
I U1\el'S
a ' 3.1111 nr

FA
fie
III'

v munk.

ANNUAL ROLL CALL
ROCKABEMA LODGE
NO. 78 I. 0. 0. F.

lie

Bethlehem, Pa. are receiving con
gratulations on the birth of a daughter
October 11. Mrs. Hess was formerly
Miss Isabelle Richards of this town.

furnished by wireless and one feature
was the result of the worlds series
received at 11 a. m., the game taking
place at 2 p. m. the same afternoon.

ga me at right half anid will make a is the one night in the year when
Stlrong bi<I to lie in the line-u pi for the every member of the lodge makes an
At lliovel' game V hich is; tin1 on lv game effort to be present.
lb al cut if les a man to a loHer for
In addition to the roll call the
loi >t ball.
A eonmi endald e chain go may be soon
in the da neing of till1 young people
" r 1Ion It Oin if tini- new rules <•nforce*;
by

roller, on
haio.
and will al.-o
aliai;
(ina rt< 11 v, ha h v a
no;
much pl easun■ la a
; ni
I bullion bow If'-,

v. .M-e a 1

The allow; at the ,\d-air
have !a -on pu > in I, . u la
the season’ ■ how bun.
same nice score- have ;,
"Not h i i;
!n I ( or ni tig
wilt! lie* boy- a n ■ . g\ in
Elk s alleys i hat lame jtj \

a l boron'.':i o\ o r ha 111b ■:.
W -el,;
Houlton and Maine came ino, rOOIll. Die !ie\\ alio-.
Fong
IMund
111 d u ’ i
nr1i * ■111
;
If he claims to be connected with ! prominem c on board the st* anx r in i In* ha !! ret u rn run uia k ii an idea]
> I ..">n 1m. on tin* In rni > n ■ni li ii"-1 s! m-i
the U. S. Pension Office at Wash- Matsonia bound for Honolulu carrying pine*' to enjoy tin* lu-nllbfu! pa-;lim
brought 83 per Din lb. ling, whil" ! M
ington and obtains money by such a the members of the Press Congress of bowling.
Hi. bugs brought 8 l-MG; lulu.
Muiu*
pretense, E. L. Howard, U. S. Special o1 Dm world when Editor ( ’has. H.
potatoes advuilced lo 8.",.78 nt lirs! o:
Pension Examiner, Augusta, Me., will I Fogg of the Houlton TIMES was
Mrs. S.
Fairbanks expect.
to ' l i e W e e k . W i l l ) SOUlt' ,-U i " r e p >r 1* d '; j
appreciate information regarding each , chosen editor-in-chief of the “ Bbn*
leuve Ibis Wednesduy morning for a (o 84 on closely graded stock.
Stat<
case, with name and address of the i Water News.” the daily organ of tm* wo weeks' visit in Boston.
potatoes sold $3.25^/3.50 nor 155 lb
person swindled, the amount, however i l»ai*ty. Associated with him on the
Mr. Joseph Bowers, owner and bug, and a few Jersey round brought
small, of money paid and a
b r ie f , editorial staff are assistant editors manager of the original .Joe's Jollv
tin1 same price.
Very few Virginia
statement of the representations made j Major H. W . Patten of the Los Angeles
by the Impostor.
Examiner, W. J. Smith of the Wauke,
orrb (‘stni wltk‘h ^m-s the stale ; S(.(.()n(l n .()„ coming is vet an 1 values
-----------------gan (111.) Sun. John R. Morris of the ‘
> 8c,‘',Mon’ ,u,s
tf> ^ l i o n t o j no( W(q, (U!fjnJ ^
Lom e Hallett has leased the Klein Tokyo Japan Advertiser.
‘ OI nu,vn^ Pictures at the Dream.1
!
Together with Mr Nevins, violinist
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ornisby eft
house on W eeks street for the winter
The paper is a daily published every Jat the same theater he will play for
Monday for Portland. Before returnand will soon take possession.
morning and has the largest circula- i dances at the Heywood during the
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Hess
of tion on the Pacific Ocean, News is |Winter. The first dance is scheduled ing Mr. Ormsby will continue his trip

est G. A. R. post.

is attending PhillipsH'vet or Ac •ademy . sustained a w lenched
knee whil le prac tieing and wa s forced
Thursday evening, Oct. 27. has been
to wa rm tin* bench in the Da rtmouth designated for the annual Roll Call
ga me. ipowover . he got into 1
the Yale of Rockabema Lodge. No. 78.
This

newly elected Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Maine. Williard S.
Le win Esq. will be tendered a nm ptiori and no mem her will want to miss
tin1 event.
V full report of tlie delegate sent
by this lodge to tlie Grand Led-a* l i dd
in Portland will be heard.
Itockahema L<idg* ■ has been h ighl.v
hoi Mired by rile s* *lection of orI 1 of

! ’rinei P*il 18■rk ins of
tin1 High,
lend an > adher od to. At tin1 reo-Ot
•ia ! la-h 1 Micro a co: ■y of il u> rub s
u Ii n Ii W"r■C r.'Coj ve<| fn ■m the Nat i* n;: ! I
Acad *m y v ere re;ad. ami
i In
VO,. - peo Ilie i" mi, dial e;y *n 'I
1 ! . l i e e\te: | of (drserving i»s members to 1he1 ll igilest *»:'■ i•e in
,,
In 1o
lod ge eirelos and only once b efore
<y u inch \\ e cai mot h ear to* ) mileii liasv Mil's honor 1teei i held by a Houlnow
( on si doring
j ii - t
t In1 present ton Ilian, also a me mlier. when Conpr; 1(4 jeon. a,,.! 1Tineip al PerlIvins is IMC '"'Man llerso;V u a> selected i'Oine
yea >■> ago.
lie e On : ra In la Ied on his act ion.
*1'lie eommittiM 1 ii i charge of t lie

HOULTON HIGH TO STAGE
TRACK AND FIELD MEET
I III'! l! (111

I I 'g !l

Sihool

pl'iiini'i'.

to stag" an ini"rclass track and litdd

evening's entertaiuimuit are promising
something no v d for that night, so
every member should try
and
be
I’t'osont :1H<1 make a now record for
attendance.

r.i""1 N'ovomh"r 1 in competition for

.Miss Marion Chase of Fort land is
There will be six in town visiting her sister Mrs.
trade events, consisting of 100 yard HamiltonH. Dyer for a few weeks,

a silver loving cup.

22't yard dash, 440 yard run.
half mil*1 run. mile run and a class
r d a y race.
The field events will
consist of shot put. high jump, broad
jump, discus throw and baseball
dash.

Mr. and Mrs. G. (J. Nickerson and
Air. and Mrs. Ralph Crandlemire returned home Sunday from a two
weeks’ hunting trip spent at Wytopitlock lake.

throw.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Perry are
The events will be under the direc- receiving congratulations on the birth
tion of the athletic authorities of the of a daughter, Barbara Louise, bom
High School and will be run of at
___ the
__
____
Madigan hospital, Sunday,

strictly as it is done at the big games.
to Boston where he has business.
Each entrant is eligible to participate
for Friday night with a five piece
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carter of Bar in four of the track events and three
orchestra furnishing the music, and
Harbor are in town for a few days of the field events, and to the high
of course Mr. Bowers taking a very
visiting at the home of Mr. Carter’s 1point winner will be awarded a bronze
prominent part.
i brother, A. E. Carter, Pleasant street. ! medal.

October sixteenth,
Portia Rebekah Lodge will hold its
annual Roll Call Wednesday evening,
Oct. 26th. A 6 o’clock supper will be
served and an interesting program
will be enjoyed afterwards.

HOULTON
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quitting his »>ase |executive in our Far Eastern possespoints of the compass and all the uase runner into
You may i sions. he was compelled to resign as history of the second century of the
work of building up this effleieet per and then tag, he's out.
sonnel of hiphway experts would have deceive,
misleadhypothecate
and major general of the army and upon Republic is written.
helool as you may not in any busi
been lost.
the completion of his present duties,
What kind of a world will tnis ha
The cost important fact acout this ness and yet it is all in tin* game.
he will become the executive head of |"'hen the reformers can find nothin*
road, however, is that it is not cost in v
Why!
Because baseball is a mi tin* University of Pennsylvania, one ot
reform?
Maine $50,000 a mile, hut only $28,284 mic war; because it is a game of the Nation's foremost educational in-'
* * *
as stitutions.
lor it s a Federal aid highway and wits and quick-thinking as well
i For the information of the early
It is
was built for the additional reason of of agility, strength and skill.
Gen. Woods last acts as a servant i isei thi* standard form of greeting
taking advantage of tin Federal aid j the only game where tin Agreement of the country were consistent with hereabouts is. "Feels like snow doesn't
offered the State during that period. in advance is "beware lest we de his whole career, from the time that it?"
The same situation also applies to tin* ceive you.” Tennis permits no un lie was made commander of
* * *
the
stretch built during last year between fair advantage, no deceptions. Foot Roosevelt Rough Riders at the begin
Single copies five cents
reduce his own.
With New Brunswick voting "bone
The salaried man, thoseo in tin* iiiverton and Highland Lake, on Lie ball permits no .absolute trick rv ning ol the Spanish War--a career of dr\ northern .Maine may lose some
Advertising rates based upon guaran professions and the wage1 earner a
ariv itoosovelt Highway, and to two or b \von<! concealment of signals tod i.'s-ddsi! patriotism and of placing of it's attractin’] to the
summer
teed paid in advance circulation.
just yearning for an oppeirtunity to three other small sections contracted et ort to delude the opponent.- h t.. ms country ti*-st whenever In* had a tourist.
believing that your strategy is to )>c <1 ■< i i <>ii to make.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton buy their food, elothing and all of for in different parts of the State.
different.
You can't hide the hall,
their
other
necessities
for
loss
mon
Now
for
th(‘
truth
iti
regard
to
high
He accepted the governorship of tile
for ciculation at second-class
Since the potato digging season has
ey. but they resist even the suggestion
In the and cut up similar didoes as i:i base 1 hilippines because b U couture had begun to warn* there seems to he a
a v construction in .Maine.
postal rates
• i n curtailment of thedr envn in- eight years since tin* establishment of j hall.
need of kim there w h e n every m.num promising field of operation for Urban
A ll Subscription
are
D IS C O N T IN  eomes.
'em-; 11t" popularity , a' ha ■ bad. eration of persona! e< miorl or lira . Ledoux right here in Houlton.
the Highway Commission then* have)
U E D at expiration
In fact, none* of us are exempt, been Imilt 115.(in miles of State hb;U- j It is an understood game of wits trad <ml gain would have prompted him te
* * *
speaking as a class.
\\V arc all way at a total cost of $4.S95,t;.'i7.25, or: skill.
It has more variations Mitt" base done otherwise.
He sacrifie d
Maine has been having just as fine
tarred with the1 same brush.
It has constant his profession to serve as a soldier in a grade of weather as has the rest
an actual average cost of $1 1."On p. r • any other game.
T H E BANK OF H E A L T H
We are* pen-feet ly willing, oven mile.
Is this excess'** for an awr-j .-.accession of incident. Mi is the the Spanish War, not because of anv of New England, hut we have failed
Your body is a bank. When you
anxious. te> have Georges ele) tin* rutting ago cost of building tin* exeep; ionally ' movie of games.
!t has the most opportunity for personal advance to see the necessity of advertising
were born Mother Nature deposited
and slashing of prices, but when it hue typo of Stale highway which tin* ; vonderful humorous elements. Jt is ment, although that came its a result it.
to your credit enough in the way ot
comes to hitting the toboggan our department lias constructed in Maine?* a comedian's field. It is a game of of it. lie took the chance of losing
* * *
physical resources to supply
your
selves we simply can’t se*e it. There And again this average covers t in: i distances, no limits to the hatted hall lavor with the administration in
So
far
the
only
conclusion that Con
early demands, in effect she said to
fore. ne> erne* see*s it except undertbe period from 19J.‘J to 1920, inclusive, except strength of a Babe
Ruth. Washington by his campaign for pre- gress seems to have reached is that
you:
ceunpulsiem of nee-essity.
and includes the famous $5o,uou a Tennis is in a limited area; football aredness at the time that he per- something has got to be taxed.— Port"You now have a bank account oi
Kvery fellow wants te) continue mile contract about which there has is narrowed to (lie haired yardaae. ceived, as every sane man must have land Express.
physical
strength
and
endurance
selling the product of his hands e>r his been so much discussion.
In base hall the flight of the hall from percei' ei|. that we were soon to be in
Yes and they seem to have taxed
which will last you till you can earn
brains at a high price*, bnt most of us
'Flit'll there is another interesting a home-run hit is like tie* tb'ght of volved in war.
about everything but their ability to
for yourself. It is your business to
have) concluded that we* will
sunt point, the fact that
of this total an eagle or the distance lent to the
In whal lie did for preparedness Gen find something to t ix.
make deposits in this bank every day.
down em spending until prie-es in other amount a very large sum has In*n roaming golf-hall behind tli
driv-'r.
^
pm-formed his greatest service
It is unlawful to check against your
lines reach a lower level. In e>tlie*t paid by hi* Federal government, for
in
the
Nation and Hrix is saying much
Xo
one
has
ever
arisen
to
>a\
t
aa
account unless there are funds to
words, everybody is virtually on a during
*cent years approximately baseball makes for had morals, l: b in spite of the pressure brought to
cover your demands. You may spend
rtN-ti t a b l e
buying strike against eve*ryheidy else one-half of flu* cost of every mile of
yet ( o be shown that it has madi men •mm' upon bin in Washington to de
so long as you earn."
Corrected
to September 26, 1921
but himself.
State highway has been donated by deceitful. The lesson.- in ii at* (p u l e ist. he did everything that was in his
Trains Daily Except Sunday
1 knew a very wicked man. He had
The result is very little buying
the Nation leaving only one half of the otherwise. Games have hi n lest power to do to make t ic
country
r7r ->m HOUL T ON
commtted all the known moral and
very little demand for production a tin* funds for the State to furnish.
iead\ tor tlie impending conflict and *•51 a. m. I'ii!' Fort . Fairfield, Caribou,
or
won
by
tricks
but
tlmy
on
v
i
■
1
1
physical crimes. He became diseased tremendous shrinkage in the ele*mand
t.:me-;om* and Van Buren.
If the people, before stating some t o n e d tlie lesson of keeping yon >' by so doing hastened victory when the
and suffered the torments of the
8 b't a. in. -For Bangor. Portland and
lash
did
conic.
for labor.
thing
as
a
fact,
would
ascertain
the
brain at work. The pitcher sr !;s to
damned.
His loud-voiced wail was;
Boston.
Because of this shrinkage six truth it would lx* much fairer for all
A good soldier, an administrator secfool t lie batsman and the batsman
“What have I ever done to deserve
11.?d a. m. -For Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
millions of men are out of employ concerned and many of the clouds of
:-eel<s to fool the pit* her and the way ond to none, a patriotic gentleman,
Francis, also Washburn. Pres
such a fate!"
ment.
Gmi. Wood's name will rank among
misunderstanding which seem to he of the stupid man is. tough.
que I-!e, Van Buren via Squa
Base
What had he not done to merit such
The remedy is in our own hands. hanging over highway const rind ion in
Ban and Majdeton.
hall has been a benefit to society in the foremost of Americans when the
suffering? He had broken every law
1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
When we are willing to see the Maine at the* present time would im
its out-door appeal, its wonderful
land and Boston.
of health. He had made tremendous j
light of reason and accept a general mediately he cleared awav.
r>..r>l p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
beauty as a game; its romance and
overdrafts on his physical bank ac
scaling down of our own prices along
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
its realities.
count. He was a physical bankrupt.!
with those of others, the purse* strings
Caribou to Boston.
B
A
S
E
B
A
L
L
AS
A
S
P
O
R
T
The
annual
settlement
of
champ
Yesterday I called to see a friend
6.57 p. m.- -For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
of the people will he loosened, normal
Rase hall is a great American safety ions is not
merely a commercin'
SOPRANO
of mine, a famous and clever phy
Due HOULTON
buying will he resumed.
the* un
,'i. m. ■From Boston, Portland, Ban
\alve as are other sports. A nation I reposition, largely tinctured as it is
Teacher of Singing
sician. For many years he has watch
employed will he summoned hack to
cor. Buffer Sleeping Boston
without sports would relapse into with the cash. It is the fixture in tin* Studio: Society Hall, FYisbie Block
ed over me whenever I have been
their work, and prosperity will he
savagery.
We
have
to
have
our
fun.
minds
of
men
and
women
all
over
Telephone ?45-M
sick. He is a human dynamo, a man
in. From Van Buren. Caribou,
with us again.
Base ball is a curious sport to en America of the exact condition of the
a vd Fort Fairfield
of wonderful energy, the possessor of
But as long as we all wait for
11’.45 p. m.--From Boston. Portland, Ban
best
gage a great naton. It is the oniy brain and tin* brawn of the
a great, strong, powerful body. For
George to do it it will not be done.
gor and Greenville.
sport in tin* world where ethics arc material we have in the sporting
thirty years he has answered calls
________
3.00 p. m. — From ,St. Frances. Ft. Kent,
B
U
Z
Z
E
L
L
’S
at a discount and where the funda world. It is the high-tide of the year,
day and night. No journey was too Q 0 0 D J U D G M E N T IN
also Van Buren. Washburn,
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
•trenuous, and no weather too incle-J
ROAD E X P E N D IT U R E mental idea is beware lest we fool in clean sport.
5.40 p. m — From Van Buren. Limestone,
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
Base hall permits of deceit,
Blent to stay this willing and slaving j W e have been hearing a great deal you.
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
Phone 161-W— Day or N ight
G E N . W O O D R E T IR E S
doctor. But he forgot-that, like every ! Q( late about Maine*s $50,000 a mile trickery, "getting away with it." It
6.53 p. m.— From Boston. Portla»d and
In assuming the governorship of the
one else, his physical bank account j roads and about the fact that she will is permissible to cut a base, in run
Bangor.
Time tables giving complete information
w as limited. Not for twenty years - be bankrupt if ail the roads in t h e ! ning bases, provided the "ump" does Philippine Islands Gen. Wood retires
may be abtained at ticket offices.
had he been sick in bed. He defied <^^a^e are to be built at this excessive i not see you do it. You may hide a permanently from the military service
D E N T I8 T
GEO. M. HOUGHTON.
hall
under
your
arm
and
delude
a
the laws and regulations he had laid |cost
The inference is unfair to the |
of this country. To become the chief
Fogg Block
desire on the part of any of these
high officials to make a corresponding
Established April 13, 1860
reduction in freight rates or their
own swollen salaries?
ALL. T H E H O M E N E W S
The manufacturer clings tenacious
Published every Wednesday Morning
ly to the last penny of his profits, yet
by the Times Publishing Co.
lie is strong for reducing the cost of
raw materials he buys, for cutting the
C H A S . H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
wages of his employees.
The retailer is keen on pulling down
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in
arket s, yet
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
price's in the wholesale
lie loses no sleep in his efforts to
advance
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down for his patients. But the> cashier, Highway commission, unfair to the :
discovered his overdraft and called, tax payers w ho are settling the bills,
him to account
for the statement is being made with
You may overwork and overwoivy. ; the deliberate idea of misleading tin
You may neglect your meals.
You : latter. The asserton is absurd on •
may lose your sleep.
You may go the face of it for who believes that ;
about with wet feet. You may wear i any official in the employ of the State |
the wrong-* sort of clothing.
In the contemplates constructing 25,000 miles ,
language of the street, you may "get of road at that price. It would mean !
aw ay” with this sort of thing for a an expenditure of approximately $1.while.
, 250,000,000 and surely would hank- '
Remember, however, that every
rupt the State.
}
indiscretion of this sort is a check on
Let us get down to the real facts in !
your physical bank. It is a demand
connection with this $50,000 a mile ;
on your reserve. You can repeat this road about which we are now hearing ■
performance till your account
is so much. Its actual cost is $49,390. or
exhausted.
When these checks are
practically $50,000 a mile as stated. :
addviil up and your funds are ex
The stretch is the new concrete road J
hausted the bubble will hurst. Your
now being built through Falmouth and |
physical career will fall with a crash.
Cumberland, between Portland and
Just as the financial undertaking of
Gray, on the Lewiston State highway. !
some crazy "captain of finance" blow s
It is 7.24 miles long and 18 feet wide. ;
up with a bank
is being built of the very best material j
If you would prosper and live long
and is of the heaviest type in order to ,
you must keep your accounts square
withstand the immense traffic which
with the bank. Observe the rules of
s sure to be turned onto it since it
“give and take."
Never take from
connects the two largest centers of
your physical store unless you are
population in the State. In addition
adding something every day.
it has several unusually expensive
Exercise, fresh air. lots of sleep,
bridges which are included in the
regular meals, stated hours of labor,
cost per mile. It was a small sec
proper recreation, clean
liv'rg.
at
tion started during the war partly for
lea«t one attendance at church per
the purpose of keeping the ereellent
week— nil these are deposits in th ■
State Highway department organizaBank of Health.
Unless you make j
tion intact, otherwise the able body of
uninterrupted additions to your ac
men wheh have been working so
count you will find yourself in the ■
whole-heartedly for Maine for the past
physical poorhouse.
seven or eight years, would have hern
thrown out of work. This meant that
* l0m W A IT IN G ON GEORGE
they would have scattered to tin* four ,
“Let George reduce prices first. I
want a few more pickings."
That is the attitude of the average
man in business today, nearly three
.years after the armistice.
It is the reason why six millions
That Is, Impure, Impoverished,
o f our men are out of employment.
Devitalized Bloodj
It is a condition
which
neither
Probably 75 per cent, o f the nil- j
congress nor the government appear
ments of the human race are due
able to correct.
to an abnormal condition o f the.
It is the attitude of the dog in the
blood,— thin, poor, anomie.
j
manger.
This fact and the- further fact, j
This country is made up of pro
that H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla pu rii-s, J
enriches and revitalizes the bbv*d, !
ducers, transporters, wholesalers, re
by creating a heal Hr.' apRdiro, |
tailers and consumers.
aiding digestion, promotin'.'; as
The consumer wants
to see
a
similation and thereby sect.•.ring' |
reduction in the price of every com
in full all the benefit s* of eon ud'-fie j
modity except that which he him
nutrition,
must
impress
the
self produces dnd offers for sale. On
thoughtful with the wisdom of
the latter he clings to his high prices.
giving this great medicine a trial.
Railroad officials want to force a
H oo d’s Sarsaparilla is greatest
merit plus greatest economy, the
reduction in wages and salaries upon
most for the money. Get it.
their employees, but do we
see a

UGHT-SIX TOURING CAR NOW $1150
This is a Studebaker Year

Study the LlGHT-SlX feature by feature
—then consider the new low price!
‘H IS remarkable light weight sixcylinder car combines all that we
1
believe the critical owner expects
in an automobile. It w as built up to that
expectation. A nd because it is manufac
tured complete in the Studebaker plant
with middlemen’s profits eliminated—
Studebaker is able to offer it today at the
new low price.

T

A t all driving speeds the L l G H T - S l X is
remarkably free from vibration. Its power
ful 40-horsepower motor is an exclusive

Most Ailments
Due to One Thing

D r i n k

M a p l e

Spring

Studebaker design — built complete in
Studebaker factories. The flexibility— the
power— and the economy (18 to 22 miles
to the gallon) o f the L i g h t - S i x motor
are qualities not to be found in the aver
age six-cylinder car.
You can have the advantage of this
motor’s wonderful gasoline economy and
the satisfaction o f its smoothness of oper
ation only by o w n in g a S tu d e b a k e r
L i g h t -S ix .

No motor car ever before offered to the public hat represented to much in automobile values
at the L IG H T -S IX at the new price. SEE this remarkable car. D R IV E in it. K N O W
why Studebaker refers to it as "T h e World's Greatest Light-weight Autom obile."

Hand & Harrington
f;9 Main Street

NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS, EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 8th, 1921
f. o. b. Factories

Touring Cars and Roadsters
UGHT-SIX 3-PASS. ROADSTER...................... $1125
UGHT-SIX TOURING CAR .............................. H50
SPEC1ALSIX 2 PASS. ROADSTER...................... 1585
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING CAR.............................. 1635
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER..................... 1635
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR...................................... 1985
ALL

STUD EB AKE R

CARS

ARE

Causes and Sedans
UGHT-SIX :2-PASS. COUPE ROADSTER..............$1550
UGHT-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN............................... 1850
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE............................. 2450
SPECIAL-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN............................. 2550
DIG-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE..................................... 2850
BIG-SIX 7 PASS. SEDAN..................................... 2950
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|
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T h e purest w ater in the State of Maine. Delivered
------- at short notice by calling 1 4 1 -W --------

J o h n K . P a l m e r , Disti f i b u t o r
Houlton, M aine
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reform, that it was the highest politi
cal wisdom to make the Civil Service
of the Government 11011-political.
“Even if I had no other motive than
self-interest, he told us, ‘I would do
all I could to make the merit system
a success, for 1 am already strongly
committed to it. I cannot go back on
all t!:e things I h a w
; aid in my
speeches, nor fail to carry them out
so far as possible.
My one great
purpose, as the head of the Post Office
Department., is to see that it is firmly
established as a business institution,
apart from all political interference.
But I cannot do that in a day.
“He reminded us that congressional
pressure was so ingrained by past
custom that he could not keep it all
out at once. He said that he greatly
desired the passage by Congress of
the bill placing
presidential
post
masters permanently in the classified
service. He particularly wanted our
help in getting this bill through, and
in directing public, opinion
to
its
advantages.
He told us that the
League
might
criticise
him
for
individual appointments, but such
criticism now would only weaken him
in the thing that we were both try
ing to do together, to establish the
merit system upon a permanent basis.
In my opinion, there should he the
fullest possible cooperation with the
He evidently set out to capture the
Postmaster General in his efforts to
committee hag and baggage, body and
secure the passage of the bill which
soul, and to secure our cooperation.
he advocates.”
I believe that he succeeded in doing
Senator Townsend introduced a hill
so.
last year putting the presidential post
“The Postmaster General told us masters definitely and finally under
that in carrying out President Hard the protection of the Civil Service.
ing’s executive order he had
been The bill was introduced at the request
everywhere beset by political
de of the National Civil Service Reform
mands.
He called our attention to League. The Foulke committee will
the crowds congregated in the out-J make its report at the meeting of the
side room, to the interviews in which j
League on Nov. 15.— Boston Transcript
he had just turned
down
certain
congressional recommendations, and
to the political grounds upon which '
appointments had been solicited.
It j
is my opinion that members of Con
The broad disposal of Liberty Bonds
gress are not having nearly as much
influence in these appointments as during the war had an interesting
they think they are having. Mr. Hays , affect on the general public inviting
admitted that they all had an op- i
their attention as never before to
portunity to make their recommenda- j
the stock and bond market.
As a
tions, and that he consulted them ;
thousands of
people were
very freely. But he insisted that he j result

iwiinnimmnir..... ......... .............. ............... mimM.iiii.imiHiniiiHi...mu..... .................... ..... ..... """"| j were being given weight in the
' selection of postmasters. In order to
Am erican Red Cross
' clear up these doubts, a special comj mittee was appointed by Chairman
! Richard H. Dana of Boston at a meetj
ing of the league in New York, on
No. 12 Play
Oct. 4, to come down and beard Mr.
HiiiMiiiiiiiHHmiiiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiHiiimiinnnimiiii
I Hays in his den.
This committee
' consist ei! of Mr. Foil Ike. chairman;
srti
up
.'!
barrage
against
disease,
Mr. Office Worker, how many more
strengthens the .system, makes life ' Louis If. Van lmsen and Robert \\.
years have you got to live?
more worth while.
Belcher.
If you are more than 35 years old,
The interview which Mr. Foulke,
Stop chasing the dollar after office
you are living longer than the law
hours. Forget your worries in the who was a Federal civil service com
of averages allow you.
evenings and get out of doors. See missioner under Theodore Roosevelt,
Statistics of one of the greatest life how it feels to throw your pole out described as the most remarkable one
insurance organizations in the world, once more in the old swimming hole, of the kind he ever attended, took
based on the mortality of thousands take a plunge in the river or swim place in the office of the Postmaster
of office workers show the startling ming pools of your city; get out on General.
The large room in which
feet that American indoor workers the golf links or the tennis courts, Mr. Hays receives visitors was crowd
die at an average age of 35 years, challenge your neighbor for a game ed with Congressmen and others
just when they should be in the of horseshoes, see if you still remem seeking political favors
when
the
highest prime of their lives.
The Postmaster
ber how to throw' a baseball, try out committee arrived.
You’ve only one life to live and your batting eye again.
General took the committee into his
there’s lots to be gotten out of life
There’s some kind of play for every private office and talked to them per
In happiness and accomplishment kind of men. And play is the best suasively and eloquently— hardly per
before the last page of the chapter kind of insurance you can buy. It’s mitting them to get in a word edge
is turned. W hy cut your span in about the only thing that’s “good for wise, according to accounts.
half.
you” that also is lots of fun.
“Mr. Hays is a very masterful man,”
Play hard and you’ll be alive and Mr. Foulke said in talking of the inter
Play more. Those two words sum
up the root of the whole problem of enjoying “business as usual” long view. “Physically he is quite unlike
chased
the President Roosevelt, yet he reminded
virility and health for the man who after the other fellow
must work indoors. The average man dollar and the high cost of living into me more of Roosevelt in his earnest
has at least 1400 hours a year in which the cemetery.— Southern Aroostook ness, his energy and his determina
he can play.
Recreation and play Chapter, Houlton, Maine.
tion than any man 1 have ever seen.
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NEW HEAD FOR AMERy itM

modern ideas and originated many
A H T A M f lR I I F
new
making the organizaA U I v w i v B I L E A D O n j ^ on bigger, better and more influential

D. L. Morgan o f New Haven, Conn., |than every before, and for extending
w bo has been temporarily in charge I a broader and more diversified service
of the national headquarters of th e ; to A A - A - individual members and
.
.
a A
...
.
affiliated clubs. Almost immediately
American
Automobile
Association
..
I after coming to Washington, Mr.
since tbe death of A. G. Batchelder j ]qorgan began to promote closer coa few months ago, was unanimously operation between the national and

P A G E THIiEJa
find that reputable magazines and
brokerage houses are making a se
rious attempt to educate people to
facts and fundamentals in the world
of finance. One of the best summar
ies of the things the buyer of securi
ties needs to consider appears in a
recent issue of the U. S. Investor,
which says editorially:
Don't fall a victim to “one call”
or “high pressure” salesmen, who
try to tell you that “this is your
only chance to take advantage of
our offer.”
The best securities
are not sold that way.
Don’t buy securities from people
whose standing you do not know.
Don’t be guided entirely by the
representations of salesmen. De
sirable securities will stand im
partial analysis, and the buyer
should not hestitate to call upon
a disinterested hanker or broker
for advice.
Don’t let salesmen give you the
impression that future plans are
“just as good ’ as results already
obtained.
Don’t look for chances to “get
rich over night.” Large fortunes
are not made that way from buy
ing and selling securities.
Don’t be afraid to ask ques
tions regarding any particular se
curity. Many people may know
even less about it than you do.
Don’t overlook the chance to
discuss your prospective invest
ments with your bank and brok
er.
Almost Jevery investment
house of standing will gladly
give sound advice regarding se
curities and the firm that is do

ing business year after year in
your city, has your interest at
heart a great deal more than
does
the
fly-by-night,
one-call
stock-peddler, who never expects
to win your confidence and keep
you as a customer, except for
one sale.
Don't forget that every wide
awake chamber of commerce is
alert to protect its members from
fraudulent and risky stocks, and
it is likely to be the case that
the secretary has on file some in
teresting facts concerning
he
“opportunity of a life time” that
is offered you in the form of stock.
Bargain sales in stocks are much
like the bargains the good wife buys
in the stores. The goods are a bit
out of style, seconds or damaged in
handling or displays. So stocks that
sell entirely out of line usually con
ceal some reason therefor which if
frequently not obvious.
One of the easiest mistakes mads
by the novice, especially in times
like these, is to expect stocks to re
main on war-boom levels as to price
or dividends. The careful buyer looks
to pre-war days, prices and dividend
records— and invests accordingly.
CUT THIS OUT
Special Notice: Dr. Frederick Jacobson
says that phosphates are just as essential
to any woman who tires easily, is nervous
or irritable, worn out or looks haggard
and pale, to make a strong,
robust,
vigorous, healthy body, as they are to
make corn, wheat or any vegetable plant
grow strong and healthy. The lack of
phosphates is the cause of all enemic
conditions and the administration of 5grain Argo-Phosphate Tablets will in
crease the strength and endurance 500%
in a few weeks time in many Instances.

elected to tbe position of executive the local motoring organizations, and
chairman at a special meeting of the his weekly bulletins which have been
executive committee held in New York appearing for several weeks have
City, September 12. Mr. Morgan’s i brought forth much favorable comelection followed a “period of observa- \ment from club officials everywhere
tion” in tbe office, during which time in the country.
be became convinced that the A. A. A.,
Possessing a pleasing personality, a
big and influential as it is today, has calm and unruffled disposition, and
barely touched the field of its great an extremely human and generous
Fabric and Cord Tires and Tubes V u l
possibilities. At the same time Mr. attitude toward his fellow men, the
canized in a satisfactory manner:
The
Morgan demonstrated unusual qualifi- new chairman has done much already
cations for the position to which he |to endear himself to the staff of the
only place east of Portland where a
bas been elected.
j a A. A. which so long knew and loved
tried in every ease to secure the bestj caught by sellers of stocks, some of
Mr. Morgan Is a Pennsylvanian by his predecessor,
Cord Tire vulcanized job is guaranteed
birth. He was born in the little:
W hile M r. MorKall haK ahvavs
appointment.
He expressed himself j which were worthless, some near
town of Plymouth, going in his early I an enthuala5tlc participant ln motor. as much gratified to find that over 75 j worthless.
yoath to Scranton, where he reside,! |)ng affalrs an(t ,g a
nlemb(,r
per cent of the appointments had been
The buyer of “good bricks" long
for more than forty years. Two years ; numerous soclab fraterna, aml ,rasi. made from the first man among the
bas
been famous in song and story.
ago he removed to New Haven, Conn., ness organizations and associations, three highest eligibles.
Phone 64-W
Cates G a r a g e
where he has since been associated
“He told us that he knew a good The marvel is that even the average
he is, first of all, soul wide and heart
Houlton
Mechanic Street
with the Bradley-Smith Company,
deep,
a
Kiwanian.
He
believes deal about politics, that he regarded man does not learn the lesson from
candy manufacturers. Nearly thirtythoroughly in all the Kiwanis organi it as the highest political wisdom to Ponzied finance. It is gratifying to
five years of his life have been spent
zation stands for and was active in stand for those things which were
In this industry in which he is the affairs of the Kiwanis clubs at for the good of the American people,
accounted a far-sighted and success
Scranton and New Haven while living quite irrespective of their infiuenct
on individuals and classes, and that
ful leader.
in those cities.
The new executive chairman was
he believed, In regard to Civil Service
one of the organisers and the first
president of the Lackawanna Motor
When a civil service reformer has ;
Club, now the second largest automo
bile organization in the Keystone any kind words to say about a Post- j
State. Naturally, he has taken a deep master General, the occasion is so
interest ln the affairs of the Penn rare as to be worth recording. So the j
sylvania Motor Federation, and he fact is here set down that William i
pkmeered the movement to establish Dudley Foulke, author of “Fighting j
tb e Lackawanna Trail, Which will be the Spoilsmen,” and a bred-in-the-bone t
Don’t let guess work and verba! promises decide your choice of
opened for travel next year and which, civil service reformer, came down i
It ia said, w ill be one of the finest here recently with considerable mis- j
a
special j
highways in Pennsylvania.
He is givings, as chairman of
president of the Lackawanna Trail committee to check up on W ill Hays {
in many a sharp struggle
and the presidential postmasterships |
Association.
against serious developments.
Mr. Morgan has always taken an under the new regime, and departed ,
active Interest in highways building today completely captivated by the j
and in bettering motoring conditions Postmaster General’s personality, and |
Learn W h y the C. B. F. R. Copper Covered Rod, with its famous, patent
generally. H is enthusiasm, energy., fairly glowing with enthusiasm about i
ed, Dove Tail Coupling, and its many exclusive features should be the
and ability along these lines
in the interview the committee had with
Pennsylvania naturally made him a him. In the words of Mr. Foulke him- i
------------- — Lightning Rod of your choice----------------------------------desliaW e acquisition for the New self, Mr. Hays set out to capture the j
Haven AetomCbile Club when he committee, “bag and baggage, body j
moved to the College City. He was and soul,” and succeeded in doing so. j
Doctor's fVescrlptlon
Ever since
President
Harding’s I
almost Immediately appointed chair
Internal and E xternal
100 years o f Success
man of (he good roads board of the executive order of May 10, substantial
civil j
N ew H a w n club and ln that position ly throwing the cloak of the
Many a volunteer nurse in re
Article No. 2
continued In and for Connecticut the service act about the postmasterships j
mote sections has given heart
the
President,
good work he had carried on in and within the gift of
Reasons for the
felt praise to this grand old
anodyne. Its timely use insures
for Pennsylvania. It was his out rumors have been reaching the Na- j
C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod
speedy relief and safety against
standing activities and successes in tional Civil Service Reform League
complications.
G
e
n
e
ra
tio
n
Suprem acy:
motoring and highways matters that that in some devious way the merit
aftergeneration of happy users
brought him prominently to the at system w as being underminded in the
have proved it to be the great
TH E COPPER COVERING ON T H E C. B. F. R. LIG H T N IN G ROD is put on
It was said
tention of the A. A. A. committee Postoffice Department.
est of all family remedies for
in our own factory by especially des gned machines which makes the famous C.
when a successor to Mr. Batchelder that in spite of the pledges of the
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
B. F. It. Double Lock Seam. This is done in such a scientific manner that the
Administration and of Postmaster
w a s needed.
Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills,
copper sheeting becomes an absolutely water-tight covering.
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
Since taking the executive chair General Hays in particular, to take
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.
manship of the A. A. A. at W ashing and keep the Postoffice Department
This rod may be bent to any desired position without danger of the seams
ton, Mr. Morgan b a * introduced m aayj out of politics, political considerations
parting, an exclusive and desirable feature. Consequently there is no possibili

Vulcanizing

HINTS FOR THE
BUYER OF STOCKS

j

W. J enney

HAYS MEETS APPROVAL

\h

H ave It D one Right
the First Time
Lightning Rods

Vi ctors

-------------------- Investigate---------------------

J

ty of water seaping into the rod.
The air space in the four corners of the C. B. F. R. Rod is to prevent sweat
ing. This eliminates any possibility of accumulating moisture, also an exclusive
feature. .
The patented Dove Tail Couplings are another of the exclusive features of
the C. B. F. R. Rod. These Couplings are forced on to the Dove Tall end of the
rod hy heavy machinery so that they actually become part of the rod. In a re
cent test conducted by the Washington University of St. Louis, these Couplings
stood an average pull test of 2800 lbs. before parting from the rod.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
W e state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester
field are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Chesterfield

Fifty-five years of engineering and manufacturing experience has made the
C. B. F. R. Rod all that is desirable in lightning protection. For your protection
you will find our trade mark “C. B. F R. cut into every male coupling of each
section of rod.

The C. B. F. R., Copper Covered Rod not only offers you the greatest pro
tection, but the endurance and resistance of the C. aB. F. R. Rod to the
ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and service
not yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Lightning Rod
Estimate of the icost of rodding your building with the original Cole
Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation
S .

CIGARETTES

C

31 Spring Street

o f Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—blended

.

S h e a
Houlton, Maine

Licensed Representative for the
Mi j l l e r L i g h t n i n g R o d C o m p a n y
St.| Louis

Established 1866

Missouri

HOULTON
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1921

Until last fall, at which time the financial condition of the Boston &
uttended by Mr. Randolph Winslow,
for three months— would you continue
charges
on all freight shipped from Maine and of the New Haven is no
brother of the bride.
to ship potatoes to that firm unless
Item s of M ore than Passing
stations on the Bangor and Aroos better than it was at the time this
you got paid for the potatoes before Buy A larm Clocks at Osgood’s and
The ceremony was performed under
fi
Interest taken f r o m O u r
took’ Railroad to points on or beyond prepayment order was made neces
save money.
a bower of autumn leaves and flowers
they were shipped?” He never replied
the Maine Central Railroadwere bill sary.
by Rev. Rigby of St. Luke’s Episcopal
to that question: in other words, he
ed
forward
“collect”, the
Maine
Referring, particularly
to
those seemed to want us to do something For Sale— Red Clay B rick. F o r p a rti
church.
During the signing of the
culars phone 374-M.
Central being the “debtor company”, paragraphs in the article which read
register Mrs. H. L. Wallace of Houlthat he was not willing to do him
settled promptly in accordance with as follows:
self.
Coupons fo r ty p e w rite r ribbons may
ton, sister of the bride sang “O
the terms of the contract as quoted
Every procession has a head and a Promise Me.”
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
“In defense of its tactics the B. & A.
Until
this
company
can
have
more
for any machine.
above but about November 1920 that officials have told Aroostook potato
tail. W here do you inarch? -Sanford
After congratulations the guests,
satisfactory assurances than it has
company commenced to fall behind in shippers that they were compelled to
Tribune.
about fifty in number, sat down to a
had up to the present time that its W h y pay big prices fo r Diamonds
demand
prepayment
of
freight
in
its payments to the Bangor and Aroos
while Osgood is in business. See
bountiful repast after which the happy
took, and continued to get further order to stay in business, that under share of the freight charges will be him.
The interval of time between the
couple left for their future home in and further behind all through the the old plan, the railroads which took promptly paid to it in accordance
potato plow and the snow plow in
freight from the B. & A., instead of with existing contract, we do not see
East Hodgdon in an auto appropriate
F or Sale— M y Residence on N orth St.
winter, giving as an explanation that paying the B. & A. three times a
Aroostook County is extremely brief.
ly decorated by the girl friends of
for particulars inquire of lfa ry
o u r ’ month as they ought, let the bills run how we can remove the prepayment
they could not collect
either
— Portland Express.
Conlogue, Tel. 486-1
30tf
order.
the bride.
so
long
that
the
B.
&
A.
could
not
charges or their own from the Bos^ le
Very truly yours,
The wedding gifts, which
were ton & Maine, the accuracy of which ‘ ..rph . ‘
G entlem en looking fo r a nice room,
.
,
.
If the railroad men should walk out,
, .
*
. .t
1 nis latter statement has been
handy to town can be aocomodated.
numerous and costly, included silver, statement we had no reason to doubt, denied by officials ef the other dis (Signed) PER CY R. TODD, President
there are probably many among the
Lights and bath.
Apply to C. #.
cut glass, linen, mahogany bedroom knowing, as we did.
the
financial tributing lines, the Maine Central, the
unemployed who could be relied upon
Lunt, TIM E S office.
condition of the Boston & Maine, and
^ Maine and the N. Y., N. H.
to walk in and help keep the trains suite, china and cheques.
A Valued Subscriber says “ E very tim e
also
the
New
Haven,
but
as
we
pointw^ ° ^av6 sta^ d to
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
the
in motion.— Boston Transcript.
I
.
Aroostook shippers that that is not
that I have used these columns for
----|Woodstock High School and was for ed out to the Maine Central, that had HO and is merely an excuse by the Osgood’ s Hand Made Wedding Rings selling articles, they have been suc
are
14
Kt.
Solid
Gold
and
Seamless.
the
contract B. &
for putting its new rule into
You may not now go into the Maine f several years a teacher in the In- nothing to do with
cessful.” Try them.
that it will not have to wait
woods to hunt a deer unless you take dustrial High School, Birmingham, between our companies, and finallv for itssomoney.”
W an ted — A rent fo r young couple. F arm ers shoutd keep th e ir accounts
a guide along.
This rule helps to Alabama. The groom is the youngest in February last our Directors un
No children. Mrs. Muchie, 4 W ill
from day to day and use the account
Referring to the second portion of
resolution
in
iams St. or phone 105.
tf42 books sold at the T IM E S office.
provide a living for the guide, but does son of Mr. Jonathan Ertha, a pros animously passed a
the above quotation, that the state
structing me when
the
point
of
It make any provision for his widow? perous farmer of East Hodgdon.
ment of the B. & A. officials has been For Sale— 1 wood p arlo r stove and T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all Machines
The out-of-town guests were Miss absolute necessity was reached that
— Lowell Courier Citizen.
2 sheet iron air tight stoves for
as well as Carbon Paper made by
denied by the officials of the Maine
sale at bargains.
Inquire of F. A. Webster— There’s none better.
Call
--------Helena Dymond and Mrs. Harold we should put out an order demandCentral, Boston & Maine and N. Y., Gellerson, Watson Ave.
or send to TIM ES Office.
A police inspector returning from |Cromwell of Bangor, Me.; Mr. and ng prepayment, which under the law
N. H. & H. Railroads, tracing this to
the study of traffic
conditions
in Mrs. J. I. Ertha, Mss Blanche Ertha, any railroad company has a right to
5 passenger Overland, newits source it develops
that
these To R ent— T w o very pretty cottages,! ^ or
one new, the other just remodeled,
ly painted and has new top. For
Europe recommends severe mental Mr. Warren Ertha. Mr. Hodgdon do, but in spite of this authorization
denials
were
made
by traveling on the shore of Grand Lake. This is *u* h e r ^formation inquire at the
tests for persons licensed to drive Wheary, Mr. Trueman McIntyre, Mr. such action was not taken until June
soliciting agents and not by officials an ideal spot for a week’s outing. Can |
office.
38tf
9th,
and
before
taking
such
action
automobiles.
The trouble isn’t that and Mrs. H. L. Wallace. Mr. Caleb
of the railroads named, and these drive directly to each of them with
the
matter
was
discussed
by
telephone
G irls W anted fo r Clothes Pin Factory
the average driver has no mind, but Hopewell, Mr. and Mrs. Sheppard
Write Mrs.
traveling agents are not in a position automobile.
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
the
Maine
Packard, Orient, Me., or Sarah E.
that he doesn’t use it.— Bangor News. Gosman and family and Miss Helene with the President of
to know either of the existing contract Danforth, Me., 35-11.
telephone
Inquire at office of Summit
Central
Railroad
who
stated
that
he
Wise of Houlton.
442 Lumber Company, Houlton or write
between the Bangor and Aroostook
would he glad to have us do so as he
Here’s a suggestion to the Postal
---------------------------------------: to above Company at Davidsou.
tf
W e w ant a lady ---------or gentlem
an agent;
would prefer to have the Bangor and and Maine Central or of the financial
authorities. How would it be to paste
to handle city trade in Houlton and
railroads
Aroostook owe the Maine Central condition of any of the
other vacant cities. This is a wonder Bank Book No. 12782 issued by the
the sign “Post no bills here” over all
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
involved in this matter.
ful opportunity as you will be retail
money
rather
than
have
the
Boston
letter boxes? People might then look
ing the genuine J. R. Watkins Pro lost, and this notice is given, as re
One
of
the
large
shippers
in
Aroos
ic. Maine owe the
Maine
Central
quired by law, that a duplicate book
forward to opening their mail with
took County mentioned in the article ducts including Watkins Cocoanut Oil mav be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
money.
little less trepidation.— St. John Stand
Shampoo.
Garda
Face
Powder,
Fruit
The seed show is held in conjunc
in question complained of this pre Drinks and ovor 137 other products.
340
Under tin1 laws of Maim1 we ar
ard.
tion with the annual meeting for the
payment and 1 wrote him putting this W rite today for free sample and
obliged to pay our employees four
purpose of stimulating the interest in
ease to him “ Suppose you had a particulars. The J. R. Watkins Co., r~
times each month: we have no source
W ith six inches of snow in north
! good seed, and enabling farmers of
contract to ship seed potatoes for Dept. 69, New York. N. Y
of revenue except what we earn from
ern Maine, the devotees of one
of
440p
! Aroostook County to locate good seed
six months to a firm in the south and
tin1 transportation of freight and
the leading industries may find it
they agreed to make remittances in F a rm F o r S ale— A t Y a rm o u th . Me.
for another year.
passengers and if we did not get our
necessary soon to substitute snow10 miles
Portland, 15 minutes
There are eight lots of potatoes and
payment for the1 potatoes on the Mb,
Regal Dorcas Strain
pay for transporting those, we would
I electric and steam trains. 75 acres
shoes for flivvers.— Boston Transcript.
six lots of grain listed, however, any
15th and 25th of the following month
Improve the type, size, color and
|high rolling land, loam soil. 9 room
have no money with which to pay
H uh!
W hy they break out t h e ,
variety may be exhibited and men
and did not make any remittances j house, city water sink
and
barn.
vitality of your flock. Birds are
our employees and our other bi'ls. ,
Aroostook roads with flivvers hitched j
having new or especially good varie
I Large barn, 12 tie-up and out buildings
line bred from 227 egg dam
Fven under tin1 terms of this rout met ■
to potato diggers!— Kennebec Journal. !
■all in good condition. Orchard, wood

CLASSIFIED ADS

xchanges

CLASSI FI ED ADS

PREMIUM LIST AND
REGULATIONS FOR FARM
BUREAU SEED SHOW

WHITE WYANDOTTE
COCKERELS

ties should plan to make exhibits. F.
L. Newdick. Chief. Bureau of Seed
With the equinox passed, and the
Improvement, will judge all exhibiti-.
rattle of the coal in the chute dis
, three plaeings being made and awards
turbing the quiet of the fortunate who
1made in the form of ribbons.
are able to afford it, the first portents
: We cannot all have the best crop
of the coming Winter appear. These
or the best average in the county.
are the prognosticators, ever sure ot
' but brng a peek of your best, compel iattention, ever surer of themselves,
j tion is the life of any trade.
ever surest of their prognostications.
Head the premium list and legula“W hat kind of a W inter will we
, tions carefully before sending exhibit.
have?” Already the answers are be
! as this will assure your package in
ginning to come. Here are three of
i reaching the show and aid in setting
them:
up the exhibit.

v. e have to wait an average of thirty
nays after we have i rausporteii i'rei'.'l i
L’oi ng to the Maine ( 'e nt ra 1 be nr
we get any money for it. but wh n.
as was the case, three months over
the above this thirty days wmit with
out. our getting money, you ran re.udi1\ see that our funds were exhausted
and we could not opetafe at all if we
;•<■pay in' ■]
lari v.ot dcmaiidi'd

ji'feai
P otato
arm

OHICHESTER SPILLS

For the coming Winter will be either:
“Exceptionally severe.”
“W arm and mild.”
“Fifty-fifty.”— Worcester Telegram.

ERTHA— WINSLOW
The home of Mrs. Sarah A. Winslow.
Regent street, Woodstock, was the
scene of a very pretty wedding Tues
day evening, October eleventh, when
her youngest daughter. Alice Mabel
'was united in marriage to Mr. William
Douglas Ertha of Houlton.

the month following its accrual,
thirty percent on the 15th of
tin1
month following its accrual, and the
balance on or about the 25th of the
month following its accrual, or as soon
thereafter as the amounts can be
settled and adjusted."

Many people on verge of desp.iirj
have taker: Tanlac and recovered,

Tanluc is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
West End Drug Store: Bridgewater,
Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A.
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
Ashland, MB C. Bowley; N*w Lim
erick, Hoar k Sutherland.

with pink carnations. Mrs. Winslow,
mother of the bride, wore black silk
with jet trimnfings.
Ityrs. Ertha.
mother of the groom wore mauve
satin and georgette. The groom was

............................................................. .........................

$2,000— Crops.
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“ R E -N U -Y U r e l i e v e d m y
cough and b u ilt me up so
th a t now I am in e x c e lle n t
h e a lth ,” w rite s
Andover
W o m an .
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Are making tin'll: without risk safer than some banks, safe as a G neminent Bond
On ■*' I saw a chance to make big p ro fits and on $25,007*
capital I ('arm'd in Belfast. Me., and paid in cash to the investors $330,000
in IS months. Tha is true. ask any bank o r c itize n o f B e lfa s t. I have
found another chance, la rg e r, b e tte r, p ro fits m ore c e rta in , hut I need m ore
c a p ita l. That is w h y I will give you a chance to share with me. No risk,
every dollar secured. If you have $100 or $10,000 you can spare, don’t
shut up lit- •1 a clam, but let me show you.
A postal will bring you the
whole store most interesting you ever read. As to my in te g rity , a b ility ,
etc., let t i c ten years 1 served Belfast city as Mayor speak through any
haul: or citizen. You ca n ’t a ffo rd to le t th is go by. E. F. HANSON, Bel
fast. Maim .
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Cameras, Kodaks, Supplies
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A ll carried in stock— W e also take
orders for Developing and Printing
of Films and Plates

Bridgewater Drug Company
iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiilitiiiNliiiin,-

O ycu realize that the cost of owning
a “Keystone” grain thresher, when
ycu have the power, is much cheap
er than giving tne required ‘toll* of
the regular threshers

Houlton, Me.
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Bridg e w a te r

O n ly

i
i ) i ( A N ')

Attention of Farm
ers w ith T ra c to rs

C. H. McGinley
Phone 409-5

F a rm

G. MARSH
East Eddington, Maine

Vr . i r r Ut f,,r C B T - C H I f - T E R S
T

Horses for Sale

Am overstocked and wish to sell
The bride, who entered on the arm Bay mare, eight years old. weight 14 on
o f her mother to the strains of lbs., kind and good’ worker, pricMendelssohn’s wedding march render- $125.00. Black driving mare weight
ed by Miss Helene W ise of Houlton. 1000 !bs., free roader, safe for any one j
was charming in a beautiful wedding to drive and can pace quarters «n the j
yown Of ivory satin with silk lace ice in 33 seconds, price $15fi.fi >.
Would also make a low prue on j
overdress, crystal trimmings, and veil
either
of the following teams:
caught with pearls and carried a
Pair grey geld mgs 5 and 6 years I
shower bouquet of white carnations.
The bridesmaid. Miss Blanche Ertha. old. weight 3400 lbs., an extra good
sister of the groom, wore pink canton work team, or pair close matched
crepe and carried pink carnations. chestnut colts, coming three veins
Miss Helena Dymond of Bangor was old that will make a weight (X 3Dfifi
maid-of'honor and wore white organdie lbs. at maturity.

160-Acre

M.
Box 2S

Horse, 5 cows am calves, tend e r“ =
; machinery, vehicles, incubators, gas f =
ia
m-a
X ■■
7". ;
; I’ M,
ill
' engine, cream separator, tools includ
» ' “ Hl i l 1):
i : / a, ’ I f ■;;.
f ■■U<’ I; i n' i . cut
ed : quirk u'osperit\ on farm produc
t " 11 ■■ -■i 1
i:. ■ . a
w i 111 afi,a i j r fia:!'
ing 125 bu. corn. 400 bu. potato s
; I! •■ tii i ' / 1' ■ in ri
: " ■■■■ii. 1; 1 a. . l a ! " : oi '
acre;
uisy drive RR town, ready
r !; .-fi i i; ' fi; rr.
;u' pf I m l y e n ; 1*5
■markets: fertile, loamy tillage; brook:■ \v< ...fi! in <1. l m. avv
.■•"I'"- [ >; t i i , i'" :
watered, wire-fence I pasture: r-t ' - '7. ' i ■; 11*I. ■ an. 1 f,n VI ' i m l n*r: *2 r.n b e a r 1500 cords wood. 25.mm f .
n, c ;q> ■lie i r. ■■--; 1 ’ _■ at * ■i y 'A- 1*4M>t a LniiSo. ■mated
Limber:
fruit:
comfortable broom
'■■!,.
.if. \\ t' i i
ml ' Ax'I ' T ! ) ’■
■ voter in
delightful river vi"\v; good
t'l.- , ■Mk. ;( I" ' -Xi :i t: \v"II at .1<p>r; s I n-! , me. 'house,
■basement barn, poultry house. Ow
i i •■I : ;il al fi.,.; in di sc s: fia i n on f cct l o n g
-er’s other interests demandin'-: atten
w i t h r it* - 111- fin- 11 .-a \vs ;i ml
in r , . s
tion. $2.nun takes all. part <ash. easy
1>: i i I<11; i c c •m i f • f ••■fi: " ii
hi;-Ii
l an 1
terms.
Immediate
income.
bright
w i t h a k ‘ «<><] vit* \v; !.'> r o d s tri lit ■igliliors,
future
await
you.
Don't
delay.
1 1- mi !>'/ 1" St •In >( i1 ( sell.) la rs c a r r i " * ! ),
Catalog free. Walter K. Gibbs, Ban
s t o i v a111(1 ( l l l l l V h; 1M ,, mil* \s f r o in
Mast
gor, Me.
( ’" l i n t 1i vi l l a gc . 4 [»,i >ta t o h UUSt'S. c r e a m -

! rn•1 that it ently the Main"
( ait ra penult1 have a ssu red
; that
if we would fake oh the peep /me'11
“Trappers in Canada predict an ex
* vri.ieh limy wanton us to pi: oil in
ceptionally severe Winter.
Furs are
; he first place I that tlicv won . new
thicker.
So is bark on the trees.
< i rry out the lernis oi tlie contra'-’ ,
Squirrels are laying in larger stores
hut flie contract itself i much strong
of nuts than usual.” Unfailing signs
<->r than any assuranet in the form
— w e’re in for it.
oi a letter and if they failed to carry
But before ruqhing out and order
The following statement hy Pres, out tilt' contract last winter, how can
ing 10 tons more of coal, we read on: j Todd of the B. and A. R. R. is an we be sure that they would do it now,
New Bedford sages point to an un i answer to an article recently publish especally when we know
that the r r y , <■i >i ij c a n n i n g f a c t o t y , a c a d e m y ,
t la-a 11 <- , i ;;ra
bal l . 1
It. K . s t a t i on a m i
usually cool August.
This means, ed in a New York Produce paper.
tlaifiri f r ; i r l i ne t o B a n g o r ; 1fi F. 1).
they say, “a very warm and very mild
In 1913 the Bangor and Aroostook
a mi T>- 1 : t i l e e n >!>s. 20 SMTP S o f 1M.tato.-s,
W inter.” Countermand the order for Railroad made a long term contract QUARTER CENTURY
l"' i Ini.-fiicl s o f M-a f s. St r a w . a m i ha y . a ;
.coal. New Bedford is nearer us than : with the Maine Central
f i i i n ■ry in*’ !l ufiiri g tr.-e ■'"I a m i
Railroad
SEARCH REWARDED ak,atmml - u ". 1f, i :Ml■•xa rTri
i r l a ; i v y l i ar
■III • ..V,
Canada. W e stick by New Bedford. Company, which contract was ratified
i. ...........
C " u i 111 i :In- i ;* r III.
i a■if n Si c
‘I
t.
3
7
1
Son
i
li
Divisi
Mrs.
Ida
Picl
Now for the third, which ought to de and approved by
the
Boards
of
T i a •i’f i< ID
! f r j • ot at o soiH in
•■a -fi
t.. Buffalo. X. Y. - a vs:
termine the majority:
Directors of both companies and was
Pay 1 r
m>ug fi
1!.'■ Sc , I l f a n d \
l one : m e rfii- :' ,ir111. 1 11a v " ill .■ i . i g g " st list o f f i l l "
“ ’fi wen ty-fi' ■• voar- is
Gus Leonard, sage of Taunton (still executed by the then President of
t hi i t w it11 ! . i rn:.- ! M l l i c Si a t " .
i t is fr*-".
HER.
r
!. >n ?i N: looked at the corn; the Maine Central Railroad and my to keep looking fu
B E R T R I T C H I E . 18 S t a t e S t r e e t . B a n g o r ,
n
w
o
n
l
i
e
V
1
out
finding
it.
and
husks; 1m has examine^ his greatest self as President of the Bancor and
Mai ne.
_ 11
nal l y l o r n !
source of information in former years, Aroostook Railroad, and among other almost lost hope.
Modi eiilo to
the pin-feathers of chickens.
“This things this contract provides as to what I was himtii
isi- of indi
will be a 50-50 Winter,” says he. “not settlement of freight ( barges on join! relieve ii" of an a
as warm as last, not as cold as the one traffic, that “ balance
due
thereon gest ion
r e w ,1 ni c e ;
my
i . mu
. march
‘‘Tan
before last.”
shall be paid by flic debtor to t he
W ho will gainsay the prophets?. creditor company in part on estimated for relief, and 1 now enjoy b e t t e r
W h o can, with this list of predictions? figures, thirty per cent on tin* 5th of health than 1 have in thirty vmirs."

FRES. PERCY R. TODD
SAYS CONDITIONS JUSTIFY
FREIGHT PREPAYMENTS

Price $3.50 each
( 'orrespondeiice invited.

: home use, growing timber. 20 acres
: hay land. Crop land tine for potatoes
! and small crops.
Bine grove. (Yui: venient
stores.
s-bools,
churches.
Price MJiioo. Terms.
Apply Walker
|Richardson.
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It e m s

You can also thresh when you need
the grain and have the other condi
tions right, and not have to wait
reveral days for your turn with some
other machine.

.......................... .......................................... .................. """... ..... """""""........."".... .......................
Mrs. Chas. Wright of Roxbury,
J. H. Farley is in Portland on busi
Mass, has been visiting her mother.
ness.
Mrs. Wm. Van Wart at the Boundary.
Guy Burns will move to the village
Not many deer have l»een reported
for the winter months.
but the local hunters claim to say
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Bundy returned that the game is plentiful this year.
Thursday from Smyrna Mills.
Mrs. J. H. Farley, Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Henry Clay will go to Boston Jamison, Mrs. W ill Jamison and Mrs.
Tuesday to be gone several weeks.
E. R. Smith went Monday to Portland
Mrs. Lenora Ketchum is a guest at as delegates to the Rebecca assembly.
Mrs. Allen Boone’s from Robinson.
The Baptist Sunday school are
The people along this section are starting a contest called “A Trip to
The trips will “start"
Skid -New Brunswick voted dry Mon Palestine."
Oct. 30 and all who want to see some
day, .Oct. 10.
and Mrs. C. E. Carlton expect good natured rivalry should attend
Tuesday to .Winterport * for tor the .winter as it will take all the
months’ of Nov., Dec. and Jan. to go
U* days!.
■' J ' * ’ ’
*'
[Jennie Semans of Cpry was a across to Jerusalem.
the hofaftJfef
Mrs/ * The local B. Y. P. V. very nicely
entertained
the
North
Aroostook
tball this week.
Jamison ‘fttjiired’ J htg veye Ydung Pedfele’s Union Wednesday.
s tractor so as to necessitate Oct. 12. The weather was anything
but good and yet a large number of
p ig ot several stitches.
1911# UaweU. who has. been...in. -detogafenrettended. Mars Hill secre
w w .-.J een tly, went Monday to Frank tary took home the banner. M:\pl» j
I ton was a close second.
I
lin t # Visit her uncle who is ill.

Call up and let us figure this with
you

A . M. Stackpole, Jr.
B ridgew ater, M aine

jii.i

•'/•'l!i2SHi|iIill5i&i4.

;

i,'»>!!).!,!i

■i*L'

William Tell Flour in
1-S bbl. bag.- in wood at the
prices quoted last week.
W e can also offer the following:
Gold Medal flour in wood $11.75
Gold Medal flour in y8 paper
$1.40
Puritan flour in wood $10.25
Puritan flour in y8 paper $1.25
Whole corn, cracked corn and
coarse corn meal $2.10 per
hundred or $2.00 per hundred in
lots not less than one half ton.
Western Oats. old. 76c bushel
These oats are good. The new

Western oats are light weight.
Spring mixed feed,
$2.00 cwt.
Spring bran.
$1.95 cwt
Gluten.
$2.65 cwt
Brown middlings
$2.00 cwt
White middlings
$2.25 cwt
25% Ready to Feed Dairy
Ration
$2.90 cwt
24% Ready
Ration

to

Feed Dairy
$2.80 cwt

White stock feed
Egg Mash
Scratch Feed
Oyster shells
Grit

$2.40 cwt
$3.05 cwt
$3.00 cwt
$2.00 cwt
$2.00 cwt

A . H. Bradstreet & Son
Bridgewater, M aine

HOULTON

TIMES,
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W. C. T. U.
1

Su bscribers

should

bear

in

vmind th at all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
mper w ill be discontinued at ex
p ira tio n . Notice o f such expira
tion w ill be sent out the First o f

On Thursday, Oct. 13th, at the meet
ing of the W. C. T. U. an address was
given by Miss Helen C. Howes, organi
zer and field secretary for Church
Mission of Help Diocese of Maine.
Lewis Fitzpatrick of Presque Isle
This organization specializes in the
was a week-end visitor in Houlton.
social problems of young people.
Miss Patience Jackins went to Ban
Miss Howes’ address was very help
gor Friday and visited friends over ful and listened to with much interest
Sunday.
by the members of the W. C. T. U.
Miss Marion French is spending the
week with her sister Mrs. Edd Bliss
in West Houlton.

PACE FIVE

PRESQUE ISLE RACE
FACTS AND
FANS GIVES BANQUET FIGURES REGARDING THE
Presque Isle racing Tans did honor
STUDENTS IN COLBY

to their Iron Horse, John R. Braden
2.02%, Friday evening, Oct. 14th,
when a banquet was given in his
honor at the
Presque
Isle
hotel
which was attended by hundreds of
his admirers.

with our Forest Service in doing
everything thing to protect the valu
able timberlands of the State. I hope
that the opening of the hunting
Along with most of the other col season will not be followed by au
leges, Colby College received into its increase in the number of forest
membership the largest class ever to fires.
Under the laws of the S tate ' the
martriculate. The new members num
ber well up toward 200, about 60 of Governor has authority to suspend
whom are in the Women’s Division. the Open Season for hunting and he
This large entering class would have can prohibit the carrying of fire-arms
swelled the total enrollment we past in the forests of the State, but this
the registration of any previous year authority should be used only in case
but for the size of the outgoing cass of a real emergency. Our forests
in June last, the largest ever to gradu must be protected from fire and every
ate, and but for the attractive offers precaution against fire must be taken
made to undergraduates to enter the by those who are about to enjoy the
teaching profession. Even with these liberal privileges which the State
two losses the total registration when gives them to hunt in, and enjoy the
finally completed will come up toward woods of Maine.

One of the novel features of the
gathering was the entrance of the
horse into the dining room where he
participated in the “feed.”
each m onth.
Mr. Williard, his driver, was pre
Mrs. W . E. Carr arrived home Tues
sented with a gold stop watch, and
Bert Howe of Patten was a visitor day morning after a three weeks'
The lecture by Mr. G. W. Sulley Mr. Fogg* his caretaker, a purse of
In Houlton Thursday and called at visit in Boston.
scheduled for this Tuesday evening $50.00.
the TIM E S office.
Bertha N. Fisher has returned to has been postponed to a later date
Edward Cannon, division sale, m an -, her dnties at the TIM BS
a ((e r made, necessary by dates conflicting
with Gov. Baxter’s visit here.
ager of the Pinkerton Tobacco Com- an ah8ence Qf sjx weeks
the 500 mark.
Mr. Sulley, who is lecturing in the
-paoy of Columbus. Ohio, was In town I Ml8s Marlon Craig a Houlton Bus|.

BUSINESS LECTURE
POSTPONED

FALL FASHION SHOW
AT THE TEMPLE THEATRE

P E R C IV A L P. BAXTER,
Every dormitory room
is
occupied,
something
that
has
not
Governor of Maine.
interest
of
the
National
Cash
Register
last week.
j ne8s college graduate, is working in
Thursday evening’s program at the
been true since the days when the
Co.
of
Dayton,
Ohio,
will
visit
Houl
Judge Darling of Middlebury, V e r-jth e office of the Archibalds,
Temple theatre consisted of two parts,
Contrary to the popular belief, it
shadows of the Great War fell athwart
ton at a.later date.
part one the regular picture program,
mont is the guest of Judge and Mrs.
Dr } p stevens of Millinocket.
the campus.
is not the frost which causes the
Frederick A. Powers at their camp i memb
, the state Board of Healthi
part two a fashion show of Fall
Figuers compiled from the registra leaves to put on their gay colors in
at Mount Chaae.
wag in town over Sunday.
styles by the Elite Shop, and also
tion
cards show that of the total num the fall. This bright coloration is
included a few specialties by local
Mrs. ^ C h a m b e r s and daughter I Joseph A Anderson has a„ , , , lU.d
ber of students enrolled, Maine leads caused by the sap retreating to the
performers.
Mrs. F. O. Smith went to Orono a po8ltion wlt„ (he Meduxnekeaa
On suggestion of Governor Baxter
Miss Coris Hume charmingly en with a total of 342, Massachusetts fol roots which results in a chemical re
Saturday where they will visit Pauline |clujb as janitor and care taker.
the State Highway Commission is tertained with a dancing number lows with 66, then comes New Hamp
Smith at the 'U . of M.
action. Such action is hastened by
)i Miss Constance Chandler, who has arranging to care for the automobiles
was
repeated
before
the shire with 20, New York with 16, Ver
Mrs. J, D, Stairs of Heywood St. j t,een spending the better part of the of visiting assessors at the Maine which
frost
or cold weather but many times
mont with five. New Jersey with four,
left last Wednesday afternoon for a 8ummer jn Belfast, has returned home. assessors’ convention on Nov. 1. 2 applause subsided.
Connecticut
with
two,
and
the
remain
the leaves begin to turn before there
Mrs. McDonald (Ruby Hartley) gave
trip to Boston, Rhode Island and N e w ! „
a
a
It is suggested that those a humorous reading “ Here Comes ing number scattered among a half is any nip of frost in the air.
.
. .
. . ,
.
. .. i Forest Tingley, a graduate ot Houl- and 3.
Tr ork during which she will visit ton High in the class of 1921, has intending to come to the convention
dozen other States. Of the prefer
the Bride."
relatives.
entered the school for a post graduate by automobile write the Executive
ences
for church affiliation stated,the
A beautiful solo by Mrs. Horace
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
C. B. Esters went to Bangor by j course>
Department for space at the State Hughes, De Kovens’ “ Oh Promise Me" following figures have been compiled:
Whereas
Ross L. Churchill of Wash
-*uto Friday, returning Sunday accom-i
Lowe|| E Chand]e,r of Ashlatld Is Garage as early as possible.
was most appropriate to the scene The Baptists lead with 212, next come burn. in the county of Aroostook and
pun led b y M r s . C. B. Ester, who has ;
(or a short time, the gue8t o(
the Congregationalists with 75, then State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
which it preceeded.
been visiting relatives there for th e , his 8,ster Mrs Geo R Merritt Hey.
The wedding party then appeared, follow the Methodists with 62, Catho dated July 21, 1920, and recorded in
past three weeks.
j w00d street
lics with 46, Episcopalians with 21, Vol. 322 Page 359 of the Aroostook
Mr. W. E. DeWitt. a prominent j ^ lf>
groom, the attractively
Registry of Deeds, conveyed to Charles
Aroostook
Encampment No.
41,;
Mr. William Brewer, who has been farmer in Ludlow, reports that lie j ^mvne(l maids ot honor, all arrayed Jewish with jll. Uniy/Tsalists wth F. Carney and Priscilla E. Carney, a
elected at its last meeting P. C. P . I, employed by the Meduxnekeag Club
eight,
Presbyterians
with
seven.
Uni
certain lot or parcel of land, situated
the latest
latest of New
New York
York styles,
finished digging Friday of last w e e k : in ^le
James S. Peabody as a delegate to j for a number of years, has resigned
tarians with six, Fifiemlswiththme, in the town of Masardis, in said
Miss
Alette
Berrie
sang
two
-oloa 15 acre piece of potatoes which
the Grand Encampment to be held his position.
and Adventists with one. A consider county of Aroostook, and described as
which were well received.
yielded him 1S50 bids.
follows, viz: Lot numbered fifty-four
in Portland this week.
This was followed by a display of able number of students express no (54) according to the plan and survey
*
| Wallace
Ritchie
and
Margaret
He also reports a champion picker
preference
at
all.
A local appearing in the issue of the j Golden were married last Wednesday
of said town made by John Gardner,
Sto vo Osuer by mime, from Bened- Fall suits and coats, all shown to
and being the same premises convey
AR O O ST O O K TIM ES for October 15, j and their friends are extending congood
advantage
on
some
of
Houlton's
U tc!I, win:> has picl\od on an a veraged
ed to said Churchill by said Charles
1913 says, “An automobile passed ; gratulations.
1IHI bids . per day hut on Friday just most charming young ladies.
F. Carney and Priscilla E. Carny, and
through here yesterday carrying a 1 Irving A. Turner, Grand Warden of
Mrs. McDonald acted a mistress of
n'Vwi
,.e ft, u,
the same described in Vol. 301 Page
for good metis tin* piclked a ml handled
The
appioach
ot
the
hunt,ns
season,
25s
the Aroostook
Registry
of
Pennsylvania license tag.”
j the N. E. O. P. of Maine was the guest his own ha rre is 152, whiii ll In* thinks ceremonies ami announced the models finds
inds the woods of Maine unusually j i)f»pds
Southern
Paul Bailey, Colby *21, of Winthrop, of the Houlton lodge No.
as they appeared and described the dry and the danger of forest fires is Deeds, Southern District.
1 7 on is ;t record.
And whereas, the said Charles F.
Maine, was a business caller in town ; Friday evening.
various garments worn.
critical, i urge hunters and all others Carney and Priscilla E. Carney by
last week. He is connected with his I Mr. and Mrs. George R. Avery, who
The handsome millinery
display who go into the woods to cooperate their assignment dated July 23. 1920,
father in the oilcloth business, having ! have been in Massachusetts attending GOVERNOR BAXTER
and recorded in said Registry in Vol.
was from Nowell's, and the new styles
306 Page 39. assigned said mortgage
several large mills at Winthrop.
VISITS HOULTON were simply gorgeous.
the Brocton Fair and visiting friends,
and the debt thereby secured to the
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Mrs. Edith Grant was called to
i have returned home.
Governor Pereival Baxter with his
Whereas
Charles L. Thorn of Houlton Savings Bank.
Canterbury,
B. Thursday by the
Now. therefore, the condition of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Carroll left Mon staff and state
Crystal
in
the
county of Aroostook
superintendent
of
MOTHER GOOSE PAGAENT
death of her brother Douglas Ritchie day morning for Portland where Mr.
and State of Maine, by his mortgage said mortgage is broken, by reason
schools Augustus O. Thomas arrived
Lditor Houlton r ones: —
a victim of gassing during the World Carroll has accepted a position with
deed dated April 23. 1912, and record whereof said Houlton Savings Bank
Jin Houlton Tuesday evening to puv
1 wonder how many are l ying in ed in the Aroostook Registry ok, claims a foreclosure of the same, and
W a r. since which time he has been a
the H. H. Hays Drug Co.
; his long postponed visitto tin' shirt*, tour tout) today who remember that Deeds for the Southern District in gives this notice for that prrpose.
terrible sufferer.
Houlton. Maine, Sept. 10, 1921.
Mrs. Frank H. Pearson is leaving j town of Aroostook county,
Vol. 259, Page 573. convoyed to the
famous
pagaent
of Mother Goose.
Joe Tuck, who for a number of this week for her native hotm
Houlton Savings Bank.
hi;
The Governor's program called f o r ;. given in tin* Frishie Opera House in undersigned James Archibald the east ,
By its Attorneys,
years was employed with the B. &
halt
of
lots
numbered
twenty-four
(24)
,
Winchester. Va. to spend Severn] jan overnight stay in town and o f '
Doherty & Tompkins
the winier of lNSo-ti.
and twenty-five (25) in said Crystal. , 341
A. R. R. as ticket agent in the Houl
months visiting relatives.
j course the citizens joinedto give him
My.' what a night, a regular blizzard excepting twenty (20) acres off of the ;
ton office, but now conducting a
Dr. Daniel C. Monro of Utica, New jj the proper greeting as was his dm*.;
hut no Idiz could daunt those brave south end of the east half of said lot
restaurant in Caribou, was in town
twenty-five (25). also excepting a
York left Tuesday for his home after j1 A large mass meeting was held in
'
spirits
who assumed, for the time, burying lot or graveyard on said i
Saturday on business.
spending a short vacation with h is *'the
;
High School auditorium and each the roles in that famous drama.
It promises, also excepting about one
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pearson of j
brother. A. G. Monro on Military St. ;; of tlie- visiting gentlemen spoke, hi
vais a scream from start to finish and acre of ground adjoining said burying
Hartland, N. B. are
expected
to i
Earle M. Hand is employed in the addition to the speechmaking there
after a l a p s e of :*,(’, years 1 can see that ground released by said James Archi- i
arrive in town this week to spend the j
ha Id to Eugene L. Thorn by deed
office of A. W. Packard & Son. Bridge- i was a reception and the High School
stag!1 now.
•winter with their son Frank who has j
dated December 28, 1910.
water.
Mr. Hand is a graduate of i orchestra furnished the music.
A
Charles Lunt was B l u e Beard, and a
Now, therefore, the condition in
leased the lower floor of the Innis
R. C. I. and also Houlton Business wall* ((liartett rendered several selee- '
wonderful
make up he had hone* said mortgage is broken, by reason
house on Court street.
College.
t Ions and several of Houlton's talent made as they all were.
And the guy whereof I claim a foreclosure of the Now Open and Ready fo r You
Chief of Police Hogan says that
Stanley E. Davis, a recent graduate ' ed young ladies also added greatly
same and give this notice for that Practical courses in Bookkeeping and
v, ho had the part of Solomon Grundy, purpose.
business is picking up a bit as i t :
,
of the Houlton Business College, has to the musical program.
Accountancy, Shorthand and Type
s e i n e fellow down Hodgdon way. a
usually does this time of year when
Dated
at
Houlton,
Maine.
Oct.
12.
gone to Caribou where he will have
1921.
writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
student
at
the
academy
I
think,
with
the potato picking crews from foreign j
charge of the office of the Caribou
James Archibald,
for work without loss of time.
a
voice
down
in
the
sub-basement.
parts spend all their money and a r e ! , , " 7 ’ '
TEMPLE THEATRE
By his attorney.
Right now is the time to get started.
I presume the “gang" all had parts, 342
looking for free board and room.
! M° or <' 0“ l’“ " y'
Bernard Archibald
of Haver
TICKET CONTEST hut as 1 did not save a program of the
nn<l 1,rs Bu
Friends in town of Attorney a n d 1hill, Mass,
Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
were registered at the Snell
Aux reaper answerim
Hie follow- event I do not recall ?hem.
My own
Mrs. Leonard Pierce are congratulat
House over Sunday.
They are en ing questions correctly will receive a
iWllliliilllllllliiiniiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliii
role
was Doctor Foster, and while I
ing this former Houlton couple on
nut mi timimiMmiimmi^
.'HIIIIIIIIIIIIW
UIIIII
route to Square Lake where they will pair of free tickets to see “Quo Vadis"
inn11nmnmi,inr,11r111nm,rm11'nim11tij m,r1111rm11111■Iil■ ^ |
ta king tin* pul.-e of my pat ient
ij
the birth of their fourth child, a boy.
enjoy a hunting trip.
1111
l
Tti'
silay
at
the
Tempi'*
theatre.
arranged to have Cecil Adam.' come j
H is birthday falls on the same day as
You will remember from past exper
Frank Lincoln, who entered th•■
1 Who was Nero?
up behind na* and Mow a trumpet in;
that of the oldest son, Leonard Jr.
Freshman class at the University of
iences how difficult it is to think of a
my oar.
I
Albert E. Klein has
leased
the
2 What Empire did herule'.'
Maine, spent the day last Wednesday
j
I
i
h
i
s
v
v
c
\
did
not
know
and
I
did
Wha:
Ce.
il
rooms
formerly occupied
by the
suitable wedding gift.
During wlrat year did Rome
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
a< tin* wise i uys who put up the job
Bryson Studio in the Lane & Pearce
burn ?
Lincoln of West street.
informed me was that the trump *t
block which he will fit up for Ids use
A good idea would be to spend a short
Houlton Grange will hold a regular
I llio /t p h t \
1 Who was Ursns?
was a doubh hack action affair and
as an up-to-date studio where he will
meeting Saturday. Oct. 22. beginning
5 W h o was Tigellnus?
-Rimm.'iiHRi nmniHiii!
time in our store where suggestions
Cecil got a tact* full of flour.
be glad to welcome his many friends.
at 10.30 a. m.
The auxiliary and
:-£= Ji iw u ii ti ii '! ''MHiUPHPi
6
-Who
was
the
first
person
to
hull“
Them
was
the
happy
days."
Among the people who traveled up
will occur to you on every band, as
degree team will work the :id and -1th
dog a bull?
“ Oh, the days gone by! Oh. the days; jp |
the Ashland branch hunting the first
degrees. The afternoon session will
we have hundreds of distinctive gifts
7 What, does Imlldogging a bull
gone hv!
* f; i
o f the week were Mr. and Mr9. James
consist of a program.
Ladies will
mean
?
suitable for every occassion, all
The music of tin* laughing lip. the ^ "
Gartley, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Little
bring well filled baskets.
S Who is the meanest man
in
luster of the eye;
I 0009020204060905000509020000010100020001010100010248000048538953020101895348532302010
\j
to Griswold and Mrs. Fred Kidder to
priced in accordance with the market.
Miss Mary Burpee, who has been
ancient and modern history?
The childish faith in fairies and , |;
Portage where she will stay with
in New York for the past two months
Our
many years of experience is at
9 With whom was Lygia in love?!
Aladdin's magic ring
j ||
friends.
combining the pleasure of a visit with
in What was tin* meaning of The simple, soul reposing glad belief; II
Mr. Eugene Brannen of Amesbury,
your service.
relatives with that of vocal
study
"thumbs down"?
1 in everything
Mass., ^ former resident of Houlton
under one of her former jeaehers,
11 - What relation was Vinitius to I When life was like a story, holdiri
but who has not been here for thirty
Sergei Klibanskey, will return home
Petronius?
neither sob nor sigh.
years, is spending a few days here i
on Saturday and open her studio in
12 Who was Nero’s favorite Gener-; In the golden olden glory of the days
visiting relatives, Mrs. D. J. Pond,
Society Hall next week.
a l’
gone by."
Mrs. C. B. Esters and his father Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. McDougal of
13 -How old was Nero at the time
Here’s hoping that the youth of to
Elias Brannen.
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
of his death?
day have as good a time as we did
Owing to the visit of Governor
Chandler of Camden are registered
14 -W hat is the English translation long, long ago.
Baxter to Houlton this Tuesday eve
at the Snell House. Mr. McDougal is
of "Quo Vadis” ?
Yours,
ning and a mixup of dates for the
president of the Security Trust Com
15—-Was Chile really a nobleman or
A. B. Crocker.
use of the High School auditorium,
pany of Rockland and will remain in
a beggar?
i
Somerville, Mass.
the lecture “Getting the most out of
Houlton until Thursday on business,
Retailing1’ by G. W . Sulley of Dayton,
gong from here to Fort Fairfield.
I | _7 . J ). P e r r y
Ohio, has been postponed, the date
John Woodard has purchased the ^HiiHHNiHHiHiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiinnfiiHiiifflmimiffiiiniiiiiiiiimirmrinHnnmflRmwiitommmiiintwiiBiiTOiiiiiHJffliftnifflBWHnifiHiiHiiiiiniiniimflininHiiiHiiaintmiiHiiHffli^
1 | J e w e l e r ana
to he announced later.
stock of the Wood and Pond book1 2
fg= 5
|
*
:H|saa | I Optometrist
W ord has been received in town
store.
He plans to make extensive 3 5 = ^1:n1n11nm11 intn111 n1mmr>1mm1111 mr11nmm111fnm1111 *nnmm1111 mm1111 m11111111(1111111f1111n111 n1m11111111111111*11 m1rnmm11 n(rfrff(hfrUi1g. r »
| | Houlton
from Saskatoon Friday, announcing
operations and repairs on the interior I
the death of James A. Donnelly, a
-imitiimiiimiiiminiiimiiiiiiiimMmiMiiiriiiMimr niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiM iimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimii!iiiiiiiiiiimii= j§§
following which he will lay in a fine
former resident, of Houlton, where
iilHIIlllHillllflllljltlltlfiHlllltUWNIllililljlltiitlljjlllHlItillllllllljlM
liUlOllllfflija^
new stock of goods. The former I
he studied and practiced law.
Mr.
p!!;ii
proprietor Clair Woods plans to enter
Donnelly’s brother George A. Donnel
_ .................................... ................................... ........................................................................... S
a school of constructive engineering
ly who lives on the North road, sur
in New Yok soon.
j
vives him. It is understood that his
The Unitarian Sewing Club met at i
m=
body will be brought here for burial.
the church parlors on Monday evening j
Mr. and Mrs. W . S. Lewin, Clarissa
Times Building, Court Street
J
where an enjoyable ami
profitable
lllllllllWlllllHllllllllllllIlllllllilHSIlllllllllllillltl!!.
Lewin and Karl Lewin left Thursday
evening was spent.
Mrs.
Helen I
{jiiiiiiRMimiMiniiMURumuRnMKimiuunimumutntumumHtiiitmututimmiminuminmimiui^
fo r Massachusetts by car. They were
Pearson of Pittsburg, Pa. spoke most
accompanied by Mrs. Ora Pomeroy
jiufintfiiifffiimififmmiiMmmiimfifmifmfimmiMmmftimimfiiffiimmiimiimimiuimmifrmifmiitfifiimfiiitiiiiiinmiiiimMHiiun
interestingly on church activities and j
JJIIIIIinMIllM
MIUNIIItlMUFirst
numMIUHHMUHNational
IM
•who has been visiting them for some
The
Bank is
j
told of the many things done by her
time.
W hile in Boston Earl Lewin
home society. The next meeting will
„ .
- Maine Centennial
distributing
plans to secure information about a
be held next Monday evening when
law school, preparatory to entrance.
Mrs. Alice Rose and Mrs. Camilla
H a lf Dollars at
Frank Dyer, who has been in New
^iiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiimimmuiMiiiiuiimimimimmimiuimiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii111^
Grant will act as hostesses.
York City for the past two months,
Rev. A. E. Luce is numbered among
returned home Thursday. Frank has
Three Days Clearance Sale of Coats and
the fortunate hunters this season.
been employed ln New York during
On Monday afternoon after 3 o'clock

J

[•V

‘

CARS OF VISITING
ASSESSORS CARED FOR

SOME POTATO PICKER

WARNING TO HUNTERS

} 7 '//af

V'

J

arlotte s j

J

j W o m e n ’s W e a r

Shop

1

nnoun c e m e n t

m

j

tp p

1

50c

most of his stay there and states that
the situation of the unemployed Is not
so bad as it is made out to be. He had
no difficulty In getting work and every
day the columns of the N e w ‘ York
W o rld are filled with appeals for help.
Joe Deasy left Tuesday morning for
•Charleeon where he will take charge
o f the Higgins football team for the
remainder of the season.
Joe has
plenty o f football experience to draw
from, baring played four years on
t h e Houlton High, eleven, a year at
it *tfmuvyear* o6\ the
M . C. t and
squad at £<hvf Aiid iff 1tdditi5n ha»
B ad several seasons of copchitM
experience. H e has an excellent team
t o takp iPbarge of as they have an
aUmost j)ajn(ect record so far this year.

accompanied by his brother and Rev.
F. Clarke Hartley they drove down
to the Astle farm to make a call.
Soon after arriving they saw a fine
spike horn feeding and Mr. Luce
brought him down at the first shot,
arriving home with his trophy in less,
than a two hours absence from town,

CHURCH NOTICE
Christian Science church,
Military and High streets.

corner

S w K k Y m in in g service at 11 a, m.
" Subject for Oct. 23rd: Probation
After Pe*th.
Sunday'school at 11 a. m.
Wednesday evening
Testimonial
meeting at 7.30 p. m.

|

------ Suits in stock of C. M. W ak em -----

f

1

Every Coat and
Suit at C o s t

3

I

No refunds, no exchanges.

|

------- space for oqr neWrT’hfl goods ------ £ I

1

J a m e s o n

&

Must have

K e a r i n

e a c h

Coupons on t h e

|

I

Fourth

Liberty Loan are due

!

5

1

|

and

|

payable October 15th, 1921

I
3
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“On the eastern side of the Pacific, seek religious orders, where we are [ Five of the 40 accidents, the associ- and papers were correct in principle
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
due to “un- and in judgment, there would be a
Mexico has a coast line ol more than really associating with God and n o t! ation reported, were
Also on the first Sunday in the
The source of this known causes” and in such cases if rapid decline in crime. Crime is due
2,000 miles, while that of Chile
is with women,
month h i 1 0 . n o
added government authority to obtain to ignorance and ignorance is due to
more than 2,500 miles. The aggregate interest is various. At 20, it is mainly
Morning
Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
the information which will permit of ialse preaching or no teaching.
Pacific coast line of the remaining the fundamental difference of sex; at
Sunday School at noon.
learning
and
correcting
such
causes.
“If the Pacific were merely a great Latin American countries amounts to 40 it is that, plus the fundamental
Much of the viciousness, anarchy
Evening prayer and sermon at 7
Stunt flying, the association said, and restlessness of modern times is o’clock.
ocean devoid of islands or with as
difference of character, and, above all,
about 3,500 miles.
few bits of land as those in the North
First Congregational Church
“But it is the small scattered islands plus the attractive circumstance that was responsible for 50 per cent of the due to the pernicious influence of
Atlantic, probably there would be no controlled by these bordering nations men have a free* economic existence, deaths and injuries, hut a system of newspapers and books written by men
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
‘Pacific problem,’ ” says a bulletin that constitute the crux of the ‘Pacific ami active, full and stirring lives. government control limiting this men who are either purposely deluding Morning Worship at 10.30.
issued from the Washington, D. C., problem.’ Practically all the islands Their experience is far richer than ace to aviation to certain areas, it the people or lacking in understand Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
headquarters of the National Geog in the Pacific proper are under the ours; they march cheek by jowl with continued, would general overcome it ing. If we would purify our people
classes for men and women.
raphic Society in connection with the control of Great Britain, France, the events which women come at only
Danger of collision in the air, the we must put our newspapers into the Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
approaching Conference called by United States, and Japan. All of the indirectly, through men. It may be association said, was not great, pro hands of men who will not sacrifice Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
President Harding for the discussion French and most of the British hold- that before long the market of men viding levels of flights for aircraft un truth and morality to political and
7.30.
of the Limitation of Armaments and ings are situated south of the equator, j will be lower on these points than at derway are established and observed financial ends. W e must have a lit The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
F ar Eastern questions.
“In other leaving the United States and Japan present, because of woman’s progres and providing stunt flying is con erary censorship, that books may be
ings weekly.
words,” continues the bulletin, “each in close competition above that line. give adventuring out into the world. trolled.
The only collision reported examined and those of evil influence The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
island might be visualized not in Guam is practically surrounded by But at present the one who tends to occurred during a stunt performance. condemned before they reach the
afternoons weekly.
appropriately as the dot under a vast, .newly
acquired
Japanese
islands, be static by the hearthstone of the
people. W e all have much to learn j The Ladies’ Missionary Society meet*
hazy question-mark. To split hairs, it formerly owned by Germany;
the second Wednnesday of each
and home will always be strongly attract
and it is economy of time to read only
is not so much ‘the problem of the Japanese lands skirt the Philippines ed by the one who is dynamic. This
month.
the old and well tried books. Books
Pacific’ that is bothering the world, on three sides.
The United States attraction is perhaps not fully recog
and papers teach us to know life— the
F irs t B a p tis t
as the problem of its islands.
Need the position of the spark lever present and the past. They stimulate
i3 not a large holder of Pacific islands, nized by the young wife. When she
Court St.
“If modern fleets had to be operated but it owns the group which is by far waits for her husband to come home be changed after the car is once well
and train the mind. They inspire us j ft**'’. Henry C. Speed, pastor6,000 miles from home without fuel ( the most important strategically
it is the lover she is thinking of who under way?
by example and precept. They teach i 10.30 morning worship with sermon.
bases, or if cables had to span such j
will show his joy at returning to her.
Hawaii.’’
That question occurs to not a few us morality. They help us to dis
12.00 Bible School with classes for
distances under water without relay
But the wife of 40 is keenly aware of the less experienced automobile tinguish between the good and the ! if'n and women,
stations, offensive naval warfare and j
that while she sits at. home her mate drivers during these days when oper false. They quicken the imagination, i
j
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
telegraphic communication over wires |
has, so to speak, taken his sling and ating the motor car may be classed as They give us worthy and beautiful j
I 7:00 Song Service followed by ser
would be practically impossible. The j
arrows and gone after outrageous one of the most popular pastimes.
things to think and talk about. They mon.
great powers of the world woke up j
fortune, and that presently, quite in
are
the best and most accessible. Church prayer
Intelligent and correct use of the
meeting, Tuesday
to this fact in earnest about a genera- j
In's own terms, he will relate and
means of education.
! evening at 7:30.
spark
lever
has
much
to
do
with
the
The skilled German mechanic today
tion ago and began taking over island
interpret to her all that has happened efficient operation of a car and tends
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at.
bases and stations in the Pacific that receives from 280 to 300 marks per
to him.
7:30.
to insure the proper functioning of
had previously seemed of little more week for his labor. This is five times
The young wife muses: “Is he go the motor vehicle’s intricate and in
All Seats free.
significant than stages for exatic his pre-war wage in German marks
Give the young and struggling a
ing to notice the new way I have done many respects delicate mechanism,
dances and cannibal feasts.
Before hut since the mark, normally valued
Methodist Episcopal
my hair for him? Is he going to j Some car owners needlessly shorten word of encouragement when you can.
this, Islands and the lands border at about 24 cents in American cur
You would not leave those plants in
praise
it?”
Corner
School and Military Streets.
!
the
length
of
service
they
would
get
ing the world’s greatest ocean had rency, has depreciated to less than
your window boxes without water nor
|
from
their
cars
by
carelessness
in
The
middle-aged
wife
may
have
Rev.
A. E. Luce, Paster
been ^acquired chiefly with the idea one cent, he is today receiving but 75
refuse to open the shutters that the
i
handling
the
spark
control,
such
a
thought,
but
she
also
thinks.
per
cent
of
what
he
was
in
1914
in
of exploiting their products, and only
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon/
-sunlight might fall upon them; hut
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
On the "I wonder if anything interesting or i Except when going over unusuallv
the larger areas were considered im terms of American money.
you
would
leave
some
human
flow
er:
ized and Graded Classes for all.
portant. W ith the realization of the other hand, wages to this same type exciting has happened in his world to j rough roads, there is no need to alter
to suffer from want, of appreciation 2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting an&
•the
position
of
the
spark
lever
in
or
day?”
Harper’s
Magazine.
valuable parts that naval bases and of skilled mechanic in American
Preparatory Members Class.
dinary driving after it is once set, or the sunlight of encouragement. 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting:
relay stations might play in the future factories have increased 25 per cent
There
are
a
few
hardy
souls
that
can
!
i since it is designed to run through a :
under the auspices of the Epwortb
there developed a keen interest in since 1914.
-struggle along on stony soil— shrubs ! League.
fairly varied range of speed. But in
Frederick E. Kip, one of America’s
even the tiniest rocks and coral rings.
climbing a stiff grade, most motorists ; that can wait for the dews and sun-' LW) p. m. Praise and Preaching servicslargest pile fabric manufacturers who
U. S. Has Big “Stake” in Pacific
vested
chorus
choir
speed
their cars to take the hill with beams, vines that climb without kind-1 „ wIth
returned
from
Germany
“A s landlords of the domains that recently
Development of commercial flying
ly training; but only a few utter the
^
bound the vast bowl of the Pacific where he made a study of wages and in this country to a plane of safety j a terrific rush because they do not • kind word when you can see that it!
! want to shift gears. The engine will j
now
sit
three
vitally
interested labor conditions, is authority for the comparable to that in rail and w a te r!
j
stand this abuse for some time before is deserved. The thought that no one I F ' R8T CH URCH OF H 0 U t-T 0 "
above
statement.
Labor
being
the
powers— the United States, Great
transportation depends upon govern- j
cares and no one knows, blights many :
Unitarian
! it begins to make its disgust audible •
Britain and Japan. In addition there chief item of cost in any manufac merit regulation of aviation according!
a bud of promise. Be it the young !
Military Street at Kelleran
!
with
knocks
and
rattles.
are four nations hardly less interested tured product, he declares that unless to an analysis of the air, traffic situa
artist at its easel, the young preacher j Preaching Service regularly every
— China, Russia, Holland and France. the American manufacturers is given tion prepared for Secretary Hoover j; Knocks of a motor which is labor- in his pulpit, the workman at his l Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Among those countries whose inter adequate protection against low priced by the Manufacturers’ Aircraft Associ |ing in going uphill are due to prema- bench, the boy at his mathematical; Sunday School every Sunday at 12:06
• ture firing, the spark, igniting the gas
ests are by no means negligible are German imports there can be no im ation.
i
D w ight F. Mowery, M in ister
on the compression stroke; the ex-1 problems, or your little girl at the |
provement
in
industrial
conditions
in
Mexico, Chile and the other west
Mr. Hoover has begun a study of
piano, give what praise you can.
114 Court Street
Tel. 136-W
coast Latin American States. Spain this country, in fact more factories the commercial aircraft problem in i plosion tries to force the piston head
en
v
.
.
.
.
.
...
*
1
1
1
.
|
back
before
it
has
passed
(leaded
ce
and Germany, once interested
at will be forced to close their doors and the light ol the possible establish-] ^
i
^
least to the extent that France Is now thousands more workers will be forc ment of a bureau of aviation to re ter, producing a sharp metallic thump. ,
This would not. occur, of course, on
Free Baptist
interested, have passed
from
the ed into idleness while German factor gulate travel by air. Legislation be
a
level
road
unless
the
car
were
very
Rev.
F.
Clark
Hartley, Pastor
ies
continue
to
operate
night
and
day.
Pacific; but in passing
each
has
fore Congress would put the con
heavily
loaded,
since
the
crankshaft
Morning
service
at 10.30 A. M
Mr.
Kip
has
prepared
a
tabulation
accentuated the problems of
the
trol of this means of transportation
revolves fast enouph to bring the pis
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
of wages, comparing wages in Ameri into
United States.
his
department
should
the
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P M
“W hat may be called the ‘stakes’ ca and Germany before the war and Government decide federal regulation ton past, dead center and on the down
ward
stroke
before
the
pressure
of
Evening
service at 7.00 P. M.
of the various countries whose lands at the present time.
A man is as old a9 his organs; he
advisable.
the
explosion
is
effective.
Special
music
by choir.
German
wages,in
terms
of
Ameri
hem in the Pacific vary greatly on a
can be as vigorous and healthy at
Lack of federal control, tin* asso
At all times the spark should be ad
Cboir practice Monday nights
basis of their coast lines. Leaving can money, have depreciated since ciation declared, was one of the
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
Tuesday night church prayer and
minor convolutions of the coasts out 1914— 75 per cent. American wages main causes of accidents in the air vanced as far as possible without
performing their functions. Keep
of consideration in every case, the have increased since 1914— 25 per which give rise to the belief that causing the motor to knock; a spark 'raise Service.
y o u r vital organs healthy with
which is slower than this tends to
Church of the Good Shepherd
United States leads in miles of front cent.
flying is extremely dangerous-- one of
“Congress now has before it a tar the severest handicaps to the develop cause over-heating and carbonizing.
Rev. H. Scott Smith. Rector
age on the Pacific with more than
iff
bill which importers are trying ment of transportation by air. There The best and briefest advice is: Get Sunday Services
4.000 miles, counting both the sweep
of the Aleutian Islands and the part hard to have action delayed on.” Mr. is also lack of official machinery with acquainted with the sound of your
of Alaska above them. The Philip Kip pointed out, “The longer the de which to obtain authentic information motor and adjust the spark accord-,
Aches and Pains of rheumatism are
ingly.
pines add a direct frontage of about lay, the worse it will be for American relative to flying accidents.
not permanently, but only temporarily,
relieved by external remedies. Why The world’s standard remedy for kidneys
1.000 miles more on the other side of industries for greater will be the sup
However, the association reported,
not use an internal remedy— Hood’s liver* bladder and uric arid troubles
ply of German goods shipped into this during the first half of 1921 there was
the great ocean.
Sarsaparilla, which corrects the acid since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
country.
The new tariff bill pro
vital organs. All druggists, three
Russian Coast Lino Im po rtant
but one {lying fatality for each 232.142
Books are wonderful, not only in ity of the blood on which rheumatism
Look for tho nemo Gold Modal oa ovary '
“Asiatic Russia is second with ap vides that import duties shall be as miles flown by civilians
depends
and
cures
the
disease
?
I
and
one their multiplicity, but in their per
And ggggpi pg
proximately 3,500 miles from Behring sessed on the American value of the injury for every 62,500 miles flown.
suasive power.
The books and pa- _________________
Strait to Choeen (K orea), counting articles. This plan, I feel, is the only During the six months, the associa pers of today mould the minds 0f j lim
iM11'lll^lullllllllll'llllli|iiiiii|"||»»'»'iiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMmniiiiiiiiiiimiuiiniiiiM
iiiiiT?nTiiimniiiimwiiiiiiwimn'iiiiiir>nBBTm:nii:n;iT:mr
the coast line of the sea of Okhotsk, hope of a just and adequate protection tion said, there wen? 40 serious acci men. They are not only an intellec
comparable in size to our own Gulf so' long as the exchange rates of coun dents in civil flying, resulting in th e , tual but a moral force. If all books
tries like Germany and Russia remain death of 14 persons and the injury j
of Mexico.
An Old F am ily
Doctors everywhere look with favor on
“Across the southwestern corner of depreciated from 95 to 100 per cent. of 52, out of a total of 1,200 com- ,
Doctor’s Favorite
“However, under conditions as I mercial aircraft flew an aggregate of
the Pacific, British territory stretches
Prescription
They know its value as a “first aid,”
from Dutch New Guinea
to
New have shown by the table no duty that 3,250,000 miles.
before they reach their patients. This
Zealand, a distance of about
3,500 would be imposed by the United
is particularly true in remote places
All of these accidents except five,
where there is sure to be a delay.
miles, but with a break of over 1,000 States, even on the plan of the Amer the association contended, were due
Nothing better for Croup,
Chills,
miles between Australia
and
New ican valuation, would debar imports to the deficiency in the requisites of
Coughs, Colds, Colic, Inflamation of
Zealand.
In a way, however. Aus from a country like Germany; and in safe flying which could be enforced
the Bowels, etc. Should be in every
medicine
closet
for
emergencies.
tralia may fairly be considered entfre cases where Qrermany has the raw ma by govern ment' regulation.
These
Liberal bottles sold everywhere.
ly a Pacific land, giving Great Britain terial available in her own country requisites,
the
association
stated,
wwMMimwtHiMHiiwimiMwiitimiwuimMiiimimmiimMMiiimiMmiiiiiiiiiiiiwiMMMmtimHimiiMwimiimiiHiiuiHiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiniiiiiinmMMiiMimwHtH—
Iby f&p the greatest coast line. The it is apparent that even a duty of 200 consist of a machine sound aerodycontinent has for protection a coast per cent would not prevent her obtain namieally and structurally; an engine
line of approximately 8,000 miles, ing the market lb the United States to of sufficient power, which operates
easily reached by fleets from
the whatever extenl she elected.”
satisfactorily; air ports and landing
“What has been said of Germany is
Pacific, and it matters little from a
fields sufficiently close together to
naval point of view that half the even more true of Russia in regard to insure gliding to safety; nation-wide
water that bathes this long shore line the things which she is best fitted to forecasts specialised and adapted to
is called the Indian Ocean. Canada produce. In my opinion, within two the needs of flyers, and nation-wide
adds approximately 500 mites to years of the restoration of more stable charts of air routes.
Government
conditions Russia will be able with
British Pacific coast lines.
inspection and enforcement of regula
Thrift puts prosperity in the home,
“The islands that constitute Japan her depreciated exchange, under the tions, making these requisites effect
builds a reserve fund, generates
stretch along Asia from near the tip foreign valuation basis for duties, to ive, the association asserted, would
greater energy and produces happi
of Kamchatka to the southern point land wheat in the United States at 50 reduce the danger of flying to the min
ness. Deposit with the Houlton Sav
of Taiwan (Form osa), and thus have to 60 cents per bushel, which would be imum.
ings Bank.
in Packages of 10 Cigars each
a frontage on the Pacific of about less than the labor costs alone to the
2,700 miles. The coast tine of Japan American farmer. That this would be
is much greater, however, due to the detrimental, if not ruinous, to the
western frontage on
the
Sea
of American wheat grower is obvious.”
In Germany Weekly wage before
Okhotsk, the Sea of Japan, and the
W a r: Skilled mechanic, 50-60 marks.
Yellow and Eastern Seas.
Value in U. S. Money: $12-$15.
Philippines Screen Asiatic Lands
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
Weekly
W age Today: 280-300 marks
“Screened by the Philippines and
have been paid for the past 11 years
Value in U. S. money: $2.75-33.00.
the British possessions In northern
In America Weekly W age before
Borneo, the Dutch possessions have
E sp ecially when you know the facts,
a direct frontage on the Pacific of W a r: Skilled mechanic, $30-340.
Weekly
W
age
Today:
$40-$50.
only about 1,000 miles;
but
their

THE PACIFIC:
MANEUVER GROUND OF
FLEETS AND DIPLOMATS

CONTROL OF SPARK
IMPORTANT POINT

DANGER FOREIGN
COMPETITION TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS

THE HELPFUL WORLD

U. S. COMMERCIAL AIR
PROGRESS UP TO GOV’T

J

CHURCH SERVICES

M A N ’S
BEST A G E

COLDMEDAL

BOOKS AND NEWSPAPERS

F avored

by P h y s ic ia n s

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL

HOW THRIFT BENEFITS
THE WHOLE FAMILY

The reason fo r the continued good
health o f some children
is simple enough
some of w hich arc given here

total coast line, counting that on the
Indian Ocean, is many times
that
figure.
China’s coast line, too, is
screened, by Japan. It amounts to
It is a rare woman who does not
about 2,000 miles. French Indo China,
behind the Philippines, has a coast feel a great deal of interest in men.
line of about 1,000 miles on the China Few of us wish to be associated with
women only, and those who do mainly
Sea.

MEN INTEREST
AVERAGE WOMAN

PIPELESS
HOT BLAST

FURNACES
FOR WOOD ONLY
The Best Made. The Most
Powerful. The Most Durable.
Proven by the Test of Time.
Investigate

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

V E R Y mothe' is proud c f a healthy, strong
youngster that radiates buoyant life and energy.
She has reason to be proud, because the child’s good
health proves her wisdom in the selection of the food
she gives her boy or girl.

E

All mothers should know that growing children
require a balanced diet, a diet containing the food ele
ments needed for building ar.d energizing the little body.
Grape-Nuts, the rich, nourishing food made from
whole wheat flour and malted barley, served with miRc
or cream, contains the materials the child needs for its
best growth and development.
Grape-Nuts helps make sound teeth, strong nerves
and pure red blood, and for the palate there is nothing
more wholesome or delicious.
Go to your grocer today and get a package o f
strength-giving Grape-Nuts. Let the children have all
they want, with milk, cream or stewed fruit, or made
into an appetizing pudding. Grape-Nuts is a food that
will be relished by every member of the family.

B A N G O R , M A IN E
Eitabluhed 1639

G rape-N uts— the Body Builder
‘ ‘ T h e r e ’ s a Reason”

HAMILTON-CRANT COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE

Houlton Savings Ba n k :
H b U L T O N , M A IN jE '

CONTROL OF PERSONAL
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
If a man applies the same careful
system of control to personal financial
affairs, as he does to his business, he
would get surprisingly good results.
An account with the Houlton Trust
Company will give the incentive to
accomplish this.

4% In terest Paid on Savings Accounts

HOULTON
fOMP/wr
' ^ O lI L . T O N .

HOULTON
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it was situated without competitors hardly imagine destruction from the
SLEEP A M EDICINE
in the very center of a territory that San Antonio river. He might even
I
lie
cry tor rest has always been
would need unmeasured
supplies. maintain that the city has no river
CRIME WAVE
'
at
all,
only
a
creek.
In
the
forest
of
Since that time San Antonio has
: louder than the cry for food. Not
Following payment of approximategrown its forest of sky-scrappers and modern business buildings the river j that it is more important, but it is
ly
$16,000,000
embezzlement
and
factory chimneys like scores of its |is as effectively hidden as is (he
burglary claims last year by thirty
jal'ten harder to obtain. The best rest
fellow
American cities. Approaching ; tienesoe in Rochester. The San Ansurety and burglary insurance comOf two
the 2(10.nut) mark, and with a greater i tonio rises practically within the city i comes from .-ound asleep.
panies, William B. Joyce, president
|
men
or
women
otherwise
equal,
the
I
limits,
gushing
fullgrown
from
rocky
Of the National Surety Company-,:
p op ulation than that during
the wmtei
|
fountians.
Its
narrow
bed
has
been
1 one who sleeps the best will be the
tourist
season,
it.
leads
all
other
cities
makes public what he believes to be i valuables in public places has prothe principal causes of the present j (Iced envy and resentment
among in Texas though it is closely approach j paved, and it meanders sluggishly j most moral, healthy and efficient.
Houston.
An Jthrough the city for all the world like I Sleep will do much to cun1 irritabination-wide crime wave.
unfortunate and evil-minded. It ed by Dallas and
Widespread
disrespect for
law,
has also made robbery easy and has . observer sot down suddenly on Com- a medium-sized irrigation ditch. In a j lity of temper, peevishness and un
both to imeree or Texas street might
easilv j stroll through the business district easiness. It will restore to vigor, an
which Is always an- inevitable con- caused serious recent loss
' one will cross the little stream half overworked brain.
imagine
himself
in
Syracuse,
Atlanta.
It will build up
sequence of war, is first on Presi- owners and to insurance companies,
a
dozen
times
in
going
less
than
a
Memphis,
Dayton
or
any
one
of
a
and
make
strong
a
weary body. It
dent Joyce’s list.
It is noteworthy that recent authscore
of
blocks.
dozen
other
cities
of
a
similar
size.
will
cure
a
headache.
It will cure
Enlarged opportunities for crime, orities have stated that there
are
“ San Antonio’s little river has a broken spirit. It will cure sorrow.
"As it has grown San Antonio has
increased
daring
of
war-drafted
now seven burglaries to every fire,
criminals, high living costs, lowered whereas before the great war it was ! i,)Sl most of its exotic flavor; -but always added a picturesque touch to Indeed we might make a long list of
that
wages, unemployment, a mistaken only three burglaries to every fire, j touches of old Spain and .Mexico are the city. Throughout the business nervous and other maladies
district
the
banks
of
the
wall-confined
sleep^
will
cure.
The
cure
of
sleep
and ignorant discontent and notion The remedy is to put the unemploy- still to be found if one searches for
Of injustice among many
individu- ed to work. Thoughts and energies them. A few of the narrow, winding stream have been parked, and groups lessness repuires a good clean bed,
als, excessive speculation, loose ac- must be turned to wholesome chan-1[ streets of the old days are left with pause constantly on the many little sufficient exercise to produce weari
counting systems in mauy concerns,, nels. Let us spread the wholesome j side-walks on which two pedestrians ! bridges to admire the sloping, close- ness, pleasant occupation, good air
careless investigating methods in em- j truth that every person has a
right tan hardly pass. Iron-barred windows cropped lawns set with flower beds and not too warm a room, a clean
ployment, lavish display and dan- — not to a living, gratis— but to earn are
to be seen behind which
coy and shaded by tall, deep green clumps conscience and avoidance of stimu
lants and narcotics. For those who
senoritas have stood as Spanish or of banana trees.”
gerously fallacious communistic theor- a decent livelihood,
Inadequate accounting methods in
business arising out of the building
up “big” business too quickly.
jCulpable carelessness in
emplo>j ing. without investigation dangerous
criminals and ex-convicts who posed
as clerks and servants is another
cause.
$
Lavish and unseemly display of

CAUSE O F PRESEN T

ising are among other important
factors enumerated.
Present increased crimes developed in various unfortunate business
and economic situations which were
caused by the war. These various
national economic situations must
he intelligently analyzed and clearly

SAN

Widespread lessening of respect for latest destructive flood n the United
.
,.
,
„ .
law and property follows every war States, is the subject ot the follow
and is manifested today thruout our
ing bulletin issued from the Washcountry and the entire world by
of till1
individual, in many social classes ‘"R10" ' D- r headquarters
both high and low. W a r makes many National Geographic Society.

war.

Billions of newly issued nego-

liable securities were and are being
broadly acclaimed and have often
.
,
been handled by new inexperience^
and untried employes. These securtis have been insufficiently guarded
and protected and are largely known
about by the criminal classes, who
are always alert looking for points
of weakness.
Remember that “op
portunity” often and alone makes
the thief.
Published reports of great profits
made thru the war
have
created
much discontent and even, in some
cases a revengeful spirit.
An understanding, by all classes, of how
beavily the Federal Administration
taxing excess war profits will go
fa r to allay this crime-breeding dissatisfaction.

“ San Antonio is an intimate mix
ture of old Spain and Mexico, and the
hustling, bustling America of today,"
says the bulletin.

“ It began its life in

1716 as a tiny Spanish military settlement— ‘El Presidio do San Antonio de
B exar.’

But

that

leisurely

name

. . . . . . .
officially lost most ot its trimmings

“ And in the center of
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that tires, and whatever the

ful spirit within. There are two ways
of meeting a hard experience. One
is to struggle and resist, refusing to
yield. The result of this is the wound
ing of the soul and intensifying the
hardness.
The other is quietly to
accept the circumstances or restraints
and make the best of them by endur
ing all cheerfully.
Those who live
in the first way grow old in the middle
of life. Those who take the other way
keep a young and happ/ heart.

...

r>?/i

Making Extraordinary
a Certainty -

i

C ar Owners want more rubber on the tread where the wear is
hardest; more gum between cord plies to perfect a resilient ancf
powerful carcass. And they want a scientifically constructed N o n
Skid tread with all angles and contacts to resist skidding and give
sure traction. Firestone Cord Tires have met these demands of
the car owners.

Read Letters Below—

0QTr, 0

The/within real estate is the same
deeded to Levi J. Gardiner by Charles
A . Lane by his deed of warranty dated
the twenty-second day of April, 1916
and recorded in the Southern District
of the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
in Vol. 285. Page 573.
And whereas the said J. Orin Smith
on the twenty-seventh day of August
1921 by his written assignment of
that date, by him duly acknowledged
and delivered conveyed said mortgage
and the debt thereby secured to the
undersigned, Grace M. Smith now,
therefore, the condition of said mort
gage is broken by reason whereof
the said undersigned claims a fore
closure of said mortgage and gives
this notice for that purpose.
Dated September 26, 1921.
Grace M. Smith
By her attorney
24 0
J. Orin Smith

i ,ivt‘r trouble hut I am not troubled with
that at the present time.
x feel thirty y,,ars young, r
Mt liougll
l j am sixty- fi ve year s of agi
I
have
of years
; cour age to look tor a numb,
•ing in misery as I
f, ' V tth>e past
” forty years.
Do not fail to try this remedy,
Fh is
is gi ven of my own free will and a, ord
I a m ready to gi ve my affidavit t
111.
above letter if (tilled upon.
Your s for health and happiness.
MRS. FItKI >
TA.
Skowhega n, Maine,
Ma y 1. LB|
T o W h o m It Ma y Foneern:
I wi sh to say that I have tried the
Cur r i e Fills for indigestion and found r e 
lief wi thi n three or four minutes.
Have
only had to take three pills dur i ng tin-

past five months.

Cord Tires built the Firestone
way could not fail to produce
mileage. Every day, from all over
the country, comes the word that
UMXX), 20,000 or 30,000 miles are
frequent and consistent records.

['Tv

It is w ith p l e a s u r e t hat
1 v. i \ «
tn v
t 1 St i llioll V in
h. - hal f
of
t Ilf
n(•llle.lv
-•ailed " T la- ' ' u r r i e I m l i g c st ion T;il l l l e t . "
1 w a s i l n w n ;i nd nut. unfit h e Whi ■k t h e
past
four years
M y s b o na i •11 u .is
in
Sl l f l i a i "i •m 11111 >11 t hat
1 I oiii.l
ID i I
e a t
a n.vt hi nu
w it bout
s u l T f r i ng
.■!;» v
and
night.
1 had t l ied m a n y n m e -li.n: t hat
We r e oil s a l e f o r s i . ,i na i •h t rn uMIt -. hut
all
failed
me.
also
n i .i n
1»hy s i.1i a n s
l o o k e d mt ■ ov. - r a n d p i v s c r i l l ed In r me.
s rid 1 wa s t a i l i n g f a st . T he y :-a i( I
the
o n l y lion. ' f o r tile w a s
;i 11
i >|MTa t io m
T h i s w a s ,a last a n d I mpel , -s s pr. >S|M* et f o r
hea Mb.
T h e da\
w a s a p p o i n t e d a nd a n- at me-

i meuts made to go to the hospital
In
i the meant i me a friend of
mine
eam.e
! al ong and g a ve me three of Currm'..
Tapp.ts.
The first one gave me relief.
I My the t ime 1 had taken t h
f e e I felt
so much improved that 1 gavi- up the
plan I expected to go through,
j
It is about
six
weeks
ago
that
I
commenced using Cur r i e' s remedy.
I ant
now eati ng hearty food and gai ni ng in
t flesh and doi ng my work, and attendi ng
I to business all ( >. K.. can i-i-romim-m!
• tin- Cur r i e' s Indigestion Tabl et s to any
' sufferers of dyspepsia.
You will surely
get tin- relief you wish to find.
In my
ease, all distress woul d di sappear in a
few minutes af ter t aki ng a tahet.
I
took two a day a few days, then om- for
a while, then missed a few days, then if
feeling any s ympt oms of the old trouble
I took one.
I will surely keep them by
me in ease of need, to kee p me in good
health.
To those who are in need of
such a r emedy for indigestion, fail not to
gi ve this a trial.
Yours respect full v,
( Si g ne d ) 11. K. S P E A R .

Currie & Smith Co., Skowhegan, Maine
Sole Distributors
0.

Records from 29,000 to 57,000 Miles

1~. M - l

in said County and described and
Skowhega n. .Maim
bounded as follows: The North half
April J2, I
of lot numbered thirty:four ( 3 4 ) in Mr. ' ' urrie,
Mai
ne
S
kowhega
n
said Chapman, bounded on the North
De ar Sir:
■by the North line of said lot Numbered
to
til.
I wish to give my testimony
thirty-four (34); on the East by the public for a r emedv called
( ’urrie'East Line of said lot numbered thirty- 1 indigestion Fills."
i i eeommend to
tour (34); on the South by the North tion
sl,ff,‘nn*
in'livi,Ul:th «»..> have imiig
to hasten and get the above named
line of a one hundred (100) acre lot pills.
1 have been a s u f f e i . r for forty-five
sold from the Southerly part of said
Doctors could not do much for
lot numbered thirty-four (34); on the years.
me.
I woul d have acute spells, thought
W est by the W est Chapman Road I woul d die before I could get relief.
(so called) leading from Balls Mills Since I have taken this remedv, about
four months ago, I have not had
any
(so called) the parcel hereby convey
„ . r o , . a c u t e attacks, I would have severe headed containing sixty-one ( 6 1 ) „ 1
..........but have had norm sinet
I aches,
usi ng
more or less and is known locally as j this remedy.
The doctors said i - had
v

heart

load we should always keep a cheer

mor‘ For Indigestion, Colic, Headache, Heartburn, Sour Stomach,

of l.i_o that I < oubl not eat tnurh ot an\ t hi ns without distress of some uimi ami
hi t times acute attacks.
A'ou | f,., | web
| De a r Sir:
' a n d do not have indigestion
& Wrong.
.
I have used your remedy for i ndi gos- .
For several days I hail a v- r v lam.- and
i lion, heartburn, and sour stomach.
It j weal. hack.
I took one of these nills arid
| beat s all that I have ever tried.
Y o u ' w i t h i n n t we n t v - f o u r hours [ was relieved
N O TIC E O F F O R E C LO S U R E
j surel y have got it over them all
I was of this lameness.
I r,-c,mim-iul tln-s,- pills to all suf f vnws
W hereas Levi J. Gardiner of Chap-1 troubled wi th bur ni ng and rai sing of food
.
___. ,
*
4 _
.
, - but your pills g a v e me the desired relief of indigestion
1 am willing to giv.- mv
man, in tn© County of Aroostook, i an( j help. I got help by the first one used. affidavit to this letter.
State Of Maine, by his mortgage deed ! Six in ail, I have not used a ny since
If
Yours w r v trulv,
ALMA
HISIIi >1’.
dated the twenty-sixth day of Novem - 1niv trouble should return i win take the
W a t e r .Street
1>er. 1919 and recorded in the Southern i ^ r e c o m m e n d these pits to ail suffer- ,
District of the Aroostook Registry of Of stomach ailments. You surely get 1 -e
Skowhega n. Maine
Deeds in Vol. 314, Page 496 c o n v e y e d . fief, I will gi ve oath to this letter if
‘ ", . L.e'l.
.1 tin. . J
to J. Orln Smith, then of Presque Isle, quested. Yo ur s respeetfullv,
Mr . C f o . ' >. ( ur r i e .
in said County a certain piece or
Ski i w h f ga n. M a i n e .
F l ’ l 1It A IM I ’b W K T T
Road ( ‘ommi ssi oner 1' e a r Si r :
p a rc e l,o f land situated in Chapman

“n T

It is the sad and despondent

“ A string of four other missions
extending for fifteen or twenty miles
down the San Antonio river represent
ed. with the Alamo and the Presidio
known it best-including O. Henry
{{ has taken on the unofficial cognomen and tht> village of San Antonio, all
that there was of civilization in that
‘Sanantone.
part of Texas 200 years ago. Automo
Losing Its F o reig n F la v o r
bile buses now whisk tourists over
‘A hundred years ago San Antonio the ‘mission loop’ and they clamber
was almost entirely Spanish and over tht1 crumbling walls and halt
Mexican. Fifty years ago it could he over the liquid Spanish names
considered only half American. Then Purisima Conception. San Jose. San
the railroads came to quicken ts life, Francisco de la' Espada. and San Juan
the rich ‘cow country* round about Capistrano.
was developed, and a few far-sighted River Hidden by Business Buildings
business men woke up to tht1 fact that
"A visitor to San Antonio could
______________

wrong IT mey can nnu some tneory Air. G. o. Currie,
which seems to make it right to do ' Skowh e g a n, Ma i ne

thp Rriirffq Form

Imart.

>t 0
T
eomes suddenly upon
streets, one comes
the historic Alamo, the ‘Thermopylae
of America.' There in Texas’ war for
independence from Mexico. 17!) Amer
ican frontiersmen held off for ten days
a .Mexican army of 6,001) until the
last defender was killed. It is a
battered old building raised by the
han(ls of Franciscan monks 203 years
ago as an outpost of th< Christ ian
religion among the Indians. Because
of the part it played in their war of
independence it is a s a c r e d shrine to
all Texans.

Testimonials

If

I’eople never break down in health
so long as they keep a happy, joyous

town,

reckless regarding their own and
Constipation, Bladder and Kidney Ailments
other peoples lives and more skilled
In using fire-arms and In attacking
Sp.i
guarded and unguarded places.
T will tel! you lmw it e i m e to m>- about tu.I. m
High w ar wages have naturally wreck, tossed about on the turbulent s. a of m
despair,
f
ear
i
ng
!
woul
d
not
find
a
g
a
i
’ithe
I.....
-f
h
led to extravagant living standards. such that I had Rood reason. a tit for hop.-b-ssu.Now, when wages and employment man, we a k spoils ot' tin- heart and thong;,! that
ki ndred and friends.
I wa s subject to .•out. nth
are decreasing, the newly acquired struggl e for life.
As
I
had
tried
many
ipatent mt *rli f i i i f -■
if
expensive tastes remain. Living from
ami I wa s s till O suftVrv r of st uni ;ir It t;'i>'! M e 1 1 a ;i
hand-to-mouth Is a first step toward own.
My ol•iscrva t i« m a ifl*i exj MTi I'll' e 1 g . •i if i1 1X1. . ■V.
Then I used it with oflic rs whi > w t-n‘ aftlk ■tf.l a s m \
crime as ^“necessity knows no law.” noon t horn and
tli<- call Cl Hie T'r•>n1 tb.-m to ge 1 it
d and
Thousands of men and women, who tin* puhiii- a S t h e boon •if hell » T- .• a IJ si MY••!• r .r
Aft* •r tryi ng it , mt dm ■ing th
1
1>as t si x months
were attracted to large business wonderf ul r<unedy to til. • world. la M not aiiyi un f "•
this ronuMy as y< iu will s:in-i>
■t uo )! 1
1.y i
centers by high wages during the war in
cjic h pad-<age.
I
tyspepsia
is
t'l
e
mo
s
t
d:t hl;;vn >
■us •■i f u ; V i i!' In ; ri
and who like the city life, have re
is the III) iSt pi'"\'a l“ !'t ).f all ] 11 .i m i d'l Y l i:-**-1 •
fused to return to their original horn
d y s p e ’ •si a in Ho  la -1 t u r nl y vra rs woul rI 1m- 1i Vin
J ha \♦* mai:iy a wit m-.Id . ! i;i
in small towns and on farms. AIan> knowni and used.
mony as res toring t hem to health.
r l l f Y ; - r< ■ Dmw t
of them are either unemployed or are mai n . wars o% liv ing m ivn»*W'ed st I■fag: a a Mtl \ ia •»r
Thi s most univa •rsal nialadv ha
ha lYlf ii tl* • !11*■i in
working discontentedly for wages in
the most
skilled
spori; ,I|Ms ha Vf I f f n mi,-iM
I.
As
1
moot
mingle
and
•
A
'
i:
1
1
m
v
t
r■if
v. I d *m ill ina n k i ml
ml
sufficient to satisfy their desires.
hood. 1 h a w ■ talk* ai with t In- un-lit a 1 and I'hy.:- iM■. :
iffi-ri-r
Publishing reports of enormous am! !i:stem d t o 'll f i r ..-I,. ry d[' ID i r.‘lif! A a a in U* r in* SIS | ti‘i
d h
this on the mari a •t.
flotations of investment securities
Thi s l'emeidy is d o i n g m< nv tilili n W.i
i x ;1•h ■t *■il.
during and after the war has made P(1 of rheum;at ism in :i f( *w hours. a mi n i l |,*r ;111m '■Ml
as ha vi ng their origin in stomach trouble.
Ther e i.- prnhahlv
;>r<in
many people think that they are of the body that is imt benefited by the u-. ,,i tF.,• ‘urr:
wor
k
by
sti
mul
ati
ng
the
digestive
m
e
a
n
s
therebv
■uric
r In
not getting their share of the Na
vi gor at i ng the whol e system.
tion’s wealth and they nurse the
Thos e who have tried the ' ' ur r i e Fills say that Hus
mat all nth
whi ch are on sale.
T h e y rla im ' h a ' th.-v ar e niivil ,,f
t •m; a . ! i t >. a
thought as a real grievance.
a f e w days, gai ni ng in flesh and strength. und bubbl i ng
es with |o v t h;
The doctrines of Socialism. Bol wi th good nealth.
The s e pills contain no poison or narcotics, ar e not injurious t
t InStem,
shevism, etc., have furnished a false will fortify your blood agai nst many ills _of the body, and gi\
ami
good health and many years of iif. worth living,
hut potent excuse for many recent strength.
has gi ven testimonials t o t h i s e f f e c t , a n d w
tIUSt In Ierel
< on- dollar per b o \ .
crimes.
Education, altho it is t h e ; sale at all dr ug store
'['rut bt'iilb
only sure road to national peace and
<;iv '
prosperity, seems, just now, to be
producing a surprising number of
human beings who feel easier a b o u t \
•doing Something they know to be
Skowhega n, Maine,
i
I had indigestion si) bail di ni ng the Fan
viYinff

H EALTH

' vhen the t0" 'n
a " American
community, and to many who have

There were some criminals inevitably drafted ,int6 the war who have

I !1™::!1 m0T,.diall“ 'S. and

AND

larger cities of the southern republic.
A N T O N IO
A MODERN M E T R O P O LIS
The Alamo Shrine of Texas

San Antonio. Texas, scene of the

people more cynical and callous, more
indifferent to human suffering and
the rights of others. A changed atti
tude and spirit is greatly needed.
Much greater opportunity for dishonesty exists now than before the

CHEERFULNESS

The state and the city may well Mexican youths ‘played the bear.’
take hold of the problem especially j Grated doors and gates in yard-thick
in dull times, tiding over the strand-j-walls of the mission days hint at
ed with some kind of useful em- j mystery. Those who like the peppery
ployment until industry
picks up j dishes of Latin America may find
them of a quality not equaled outside
again and meets the need.
the City of Mexico and a few of the
-------------------

understood by every one In order to
l>e competely and permanently remedi
ed

are overworked, haggard and ner\ous, who pass sleepless nights, we
commend the adoption of such habits
as will produce sleep; otherwise, life
will be short and what there is of it
sadly imperfect.

French & Son, Local Distributors

N o w and then they are empha
sized by unusual instances such
as quoted below.
Performances
like these demonstrate the ulti
mate
possibilities
of
Firestone
Cords under careful driving.

Sept 2, 1921
Sept. 10. L>21
The Harvey E. Mack Co.,
Fireitone Tire &■ Rubber Cw,
Thirteenth
&
Harmon
Place,
lOtiTill* Branch,
Minneapolis.
eksonvlfle, Florida
Gentlemen:—
Gentlemen :—
It occurs to me that veu might be interested
I submit herewith the history of a 33x4 Fire
in the mileage that I obtained from the aet of
stone Cord tire. This tire has run 57,000 miles.
Firestone Cord tires on my Dodge coupe. The
Z bsve retreaded it seven times.
The average
mileage to each retteadfirm tire went over 29,000 miles. The second
ins was about 7.00C. !
tire rolled up a mileage
flunk you will agree this
of between 34,000 and
ts t remarkable re.nrd
35,000. These were both
It is especially unusual
rear tires and Lad been
1 know the owner to
cat
considerably
by
a severe driver. How
chains. The two front
ever, he gives his tires
tires have gone better
proper inflation. The tire
than 35,000 miles and are
in question is not yet
still in good condition. I
oot of service and has
eapect to get at least
•very indication of b e in g
40,000 miles from each of
ftrfficient'y strong for an
them.
I need scarcely
other
resell!.
I
am
say that the Firestone
Alailing photographs un
Cord will be ray tire
der separate cover
I n this f a b r ic tire as In our cord tires
choice for the future.
C. U. Penney,
o n ly
Firestone resources a n d experi
Archie H. Beard,
Plant City, Fla.
ence c a n provide this quality at this
S22 LaSalle Bldg..
price.
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D ealers: Berry & Benn; Houlton Steam Vulc. Co.
Moore & Soule
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Va l ue s in N e w Fall and W i n t e r U n d e r w e a r f o r

Unusual

Men, W o m e n a n d C h i l d r e n
W e are showing the largest and most varied stock of Underw ear in our history.
styled garments in either light, medium or heavy weights.

It consists of all the various

Garments of plain Jersey knit, heavy and medium

fleeced lined, cotton and wool, silk and wool or all wool.
N o matter what style or quality you want we have it and our prices are exceptionally low.
N ow is the time to make your selections while our stocks are complete.
W e buy all our underwear direct from the mills in case lots, thereby enabling us to offer them to our trade
at prices much less thau stores who buy from jobbers in small quantities.

Read over the following items and note our
Ladies’ Union Suits
Ladies’ medium weight Union Suit,
in high neck and long sleeve, ankle
length, also low neck and long sleeves,
ankle length.
Regular sizes
Extra sizes

These are only a part of the many values

Boys’ Union

Suits

Boys’ heavy fleece lined Union Suits,
ecru color. Sizes 2, 4, 6 and 8 yrs.
only.
Value $1.25

now 75c

Boys’ extra heavy fleece lined, lambs
down Union Suits. All sizes up to
16 yrs.
$1.5C

we have to offer.

$1.25 each
$1.50 each

Ladies’ medium weight cotton Union
Suits, fleeced lined, in high neck, long
sleeves, also dutch neck and elbowsleeves, ankle length.
R e g u la r sizes
E x tr a sizes

prices.

$1.50 each
$1.75 each

Ladies’ Setsnug Union Suits, in low
neck, no sleeve, ankle length, extra
value.
R e g u la r sizes

$1.59 each

E x tr a sizes

$1.75 each

Ladies’ Glory Suits, heavyweight in
high neck and long sleeves, aflkle
length.
Sizes 42 and 44 only
$1.75
Ladies’ Harvard Mills Union
medium weight, bodice top,
length.
Regular sizes
$1.39
Extra sizes
$1.59

Children's
Denton’s.

sleeping
All sizes

Ladies’ Munsingwear Union Suits, in
low neck, no sleeves, ankle length.
Regular sizes
$^.00 each
Extra sizes
$<*.50 each
Harvard Mills Union Suits for ladies,
in a medium weight, with high neck
and long sleeves, ankle length, combed
cotton.
Regular sizes
$2.00 each
Extra sizes
$2.50 each
Ladies’ medium weight fleeced lined
Union Suits, high neck and
long
sleeves, in sizes 40, 42 and 44 only.
Special price
$2.00 each
Ladies’ Munsingwear Union Suits, in
a good winter weight with low neck
and no sleeves, or Dutch neck and
elbtw sleeves.
Regular sizes
$2.25 each
Extra sizes
$2.75 each
Ladies’ W ool and Cotton Union Suits,
heavy weight, with Dutch neck and
elbow sleeves.
Regular sizes
$3.00 each
Extra sizes
$3.98 each
Ladies’ light weight wool Union Suits,
in low neck, no sleeves, ankle length.
Regular sizes
$3.50 each
E$tra sizes
$3.98 each
Ladies’ medium weight Silk and Wool
Union Suits, in low neck and no
sleeves, ankle length, also low neck
and half sleeves.
Regular sizes
$4.50 each
Extra sizes
$5.00 each

Misses' vests and pants,
medium
weight, fleeced lined. Sizes 2 to 16
yrs.
59c each

$1.19

Infant’s heavy knit night gowns.
Arnold make.
All sizes at
$1.00
Infant’s heavy knit sleeping ga minus.
Arnold brand with feet.
Sizes up to 4 at $2.25

Misses’ Union Suits
Misses’ Union Suits in a medium
weight, in high neck and long sleeves,
sizes 2 to 12 years.
Special price

Misses Vests, Pants

airmen is.

Suits,
ankle
each
each

Ladies Vests, Pants

Infant’s and Child
ren’s Sleeping
Garments

Everything
in
Under
wear

Misses’ Easy Z Union Suits, with
waist attached, good heavy winter
weight. Sizes 4 to 12 years.
Only
$1.49
Misses' Setsnug Union Suits in a good
heavy winter weight with high neck
and long sleeves.
Sizes 4 to G yrs. $1.00
Sizes S to 1G yrs. $1.25
Misses’ velvet lined heavy flcert-d
suits, with high neck and lone
sleeves.
Sizi's 4 to G yrs. $1.00
Sizes S to 1G yrs. $1.50

Misses’ and Ladies’
Bloomers
Ladies'
flesh.

jersey

bloomers,

Sizes 27 and 29

for

75c each

Misses’ winter weight Union Suits,
good quality, fleeced lined, in all sizes
2 to 1G years, high neck and long
sleeves.
Special price
98c each

Misses’ heavy fleeced lined vests and
pants.
Sizes IS, 20 and 22 59c each
Sizes 24, 2G
69c each
Sizes 2.2, 31
89c each

Every
Member
of the

white

or

35c each

Ladies' mercerized jersey bloomers,
Munsingwear brand, best quality.
Sizes 3G. 38 and 40 85c each
Sizes 42. 44 and 46 $1. each

Ladies' medium weight fleeced lined
vests and pants. Vests come eight
high neck and long sleeve or Dutch
neck and elbow sleeve.
All sizes
59c each
Harvard Mills vests and pants,
winter weight. Vests come in
neck and long sleeves or Dutch
elbow sleeves.
Regular sizes
79c
Extra sizes
95c

good
high
neck
each
each

Ladies’ extra heavy fleeced vest and
pants, none better.
Vests come in
high neck and long sleeve only.
Regular sizes
$1.00 each
Extra sizes
$1.25 each
Ladies' Munsingwear vest and pants,
winter weight. Vests come in high
neck and long sleeves or Dutch neck
and elbow sleeve.
Pants in ankle
length.
Regular sizes
$1,36 each
Extra sizes
$1.65 each

Ladies' mercerized bloomers, taupe
color, best quality.
Sizes 36. 38 & 40 $1.50
Sizes 42. 41. & 46 $1.75

Infant’s Bands and

Children's jersey bloomers, elastic
knee and waistband, in black, white
or pink.
All sizes
25c

Infant's cotton wrappers, wool finish
nil sizes from 6 mo. to 8 yrs.

Family

W rappers
50c each

Infant's vests in medium weight
merino, all sizes from 6 mo. to 3 yrs.
98c each

M en’s Union Suits
Men’s heavy fleece lined Union Suits.
Sizes .86 to 46.
At

$1.49

Men's extra heavy fleeced moleskin
Union Suit. Sizes 86 to 44.
88.30 value, now $2.48

Infant's tiny tot wrappers in silk and
wool.
All sizes
$1.00 each
Infants wool wrappers, good quality.
All sizes
$1.25 each
Infant's tiny tot
birth to 3 yrs.

bands,

all

sizes

50c each

Misses' medium weight Union Suits,
part wool, high neck and long slervos
Sizes G to 1<> years only
$1.39 each
Misses’ Union Suits, Munsingwcur
brand, the best made, heavy weight,
long sleeves and high neck.
Sizes 2 to G yrs. $2.00 each
Sizes 7 to 14 yrs. $2.50 each
Size 1.7 to IS yrs. $3.00 each

Men's
extra
heavy
fleece
lined
standard Union Suit. Sizes 36 to 46.
Sale price*
$1.98
Men's wool Union Suit, good heavy
winter weight. Sizes88 to 46.
Special price
$2.98
Men's extra heavy wool Union Suit.
Sizes .",S to 46.
Sale

price

$3.98

Infants merino bands.
All sizes
Infant's

98 each

pure silk and wool bands.
All sizes
$1.59 each

Infant’s vests. Arnold make, pure wool
All sizes
$1.25 each
Infant's bands, Arnold make.
All sizes
$1.25 each

Special Attention Given to Mail Orders

G.W
“35 Years of Merchandising”
25 Market Square

Houlton, Maine

HOULTON
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RETIREMENT SOMETIMES
PROVES FATAL

A quarter note is a crochet and an
if she at once sets herself a new line
eighth is a quaver, a sixteenth is a
of work that *hall absorb all that she
semi-quaver, a thirty-second is a
has to give.
demisemi-quaver and a sixty-lourth is j \\ ho of us has not some time or
Who has not seen the woman of
a hemidemisemi-quaver!
Here the I other rebelled energetically at the whom we say, “ How remarkably well
ingenuity and the breadth of the I deadly routine of the trivial things of preserved she is; and what a lot of
British musician are exhausted. If by j lilt'? Who of us has not said sometime hours she spends upon herself to keep
uny chance he should write a one-hun- j or other that next Summer, or in two looking fresh.” She has reason to;
disposed to be a trifle facetious with j other leaders of its business arc' called drer.-and-twenly-eighth not lit1 would • years or five years I will relax, drop sin* knows that one day of relaxation
reference to “the American language.” |City men. The financial editor ol a cm know what to call it. The simple [ everything ami rid myself of the in brings the evidences, and one month
American system does lint sntisly cubus ol continued monotonous duty? is sometimes fatal. Continual care,
Notwithstanding this fact, and the ■> ■ « " * , is U s City editor Governhim;
lie wants
something more And who of us has realized the deadly regularity of exercise is her only hop*'.
nient bonds are consols or ‘ the Linds,
general tendency of drift further, Vvomisi.ory n o t o s a r G b i l L s . A check >econdite.
j result ot such a letting down, until, How much more keenly is this evident
perhaps, it is ton late to recoup our if one lets the mentality slip, and takes
.apart, not only in pronunciation, but is ypene,i cheiiue. A depositor does
posit inn ? Because in spite of our it easy spiritually or studiously. Six
In grammar and vocabulary, there „ot (}rinv a cheque on his bank, but TO GIVE ORCHARD
selves we must continue the daily rou months of slothful ease spoils one for
remains, of course, a certain exchange j on llis j)ankers.
GROWING A SPURT
tine. treadmill though il may seem at study or for keen thinking. The edged
of words between the two countries.!
reform in Eugian(; (l(KS m„.
The British bouow, now and thtn, m(jau a niovement toward fro.- trade,
HERE IN MAINE times, or lose* grip which probably will blade soon dulls if left unused, just
nevor be reclaimed.
a few of our slang words, and we our- jmt onp t()ward protovtion. Tim word
as it rust if neglected.
A plan to encourage the pluming ot
That person is truly fortunate who
selves occasionall.v appiopriatt silt 1i government, meaning the administra
Every man looks forward to the
a word as haberdasher, or the expres tion. is always plumi, e. g. “ 'idle tlov- epple trees of standard varieties, true period of his life when he shall drop never finds release from the routine,
sion “week end” ; but such exchanges ernmenl arc considering the advisabil tc name, free from disease, of first the care of his work, his wrestle with though we do not always think so.
are by no means numerous, and each
ity,” <£c. A roll call in Parliament is i-aality stock and especially adapted t a l e , and giving himself up to a long Better to wear out than rust out is as
year’s crop of new differences tends called a division. A member speaking ;>■ .Maine conditions, has been adopted end well deserved holiday. .Many men true now as always, and has always
to be greater than the corresponding
is said to be up on his legs. Whan and is about to be pul. into operation. never reach that time because they been true. Tin* worst mistake we can
crop of borrowings.
the House adjourns it is said to rise. The co-operating parties in the move are not sufficiently well fixed to be formulate is to let ourselves think
Such English words as subaltern,
A member referring to another in ment are the College of Agriculture, able to drop work, but die in the that we can lay down the burden if
don. porridge, moor, draper, treacle,
hani'.ss.
They pity themselves for: we wish and resume it when we
the course of debate does not say
tram and mufti are still strangers to
tic' Agricultural Extension Service this fact and their friends pity them ( house as easily as before. As well
“ The gentleman from .Manchester,’
the American vocabulary despite their
but
“ the
honorable
gentleman” tilt' Maine Department of Agriculture, for it too, but once in a while such a expect to grind tin* mill with waters
widespread use In England. Then too
(written Hon. gentleman), or if he tilt' Farm Bureau and the .Maine Fruit man takes stock of the men he knows 1hat are passed.—The Top Drawer in
such commonplace American words as
who have been able to drop work at a , the Portland Express.
happens to be a privy councillor or a Browers' Exchange.
bleachers, doughnut, picayune, campus
member of the Cabinet, “ the right
Single or group orders for 200 or late period of their lives and from j
chore, stogie and hoodoo are still
honorable gentleman,” or it he is a more trees will be accepted at the low their experience the thoughtful man
unintelligible to the vast majority of
draws, comfort.
Nothing is more
If he’s wealthy and prominent and
member for one of the universities,
est possilde price, the orders ao be re-1pitiful, when it comes to honest you stand in awe of him, call him
Britishers.
“ the honorable and learned gentle
A subaltern is a commissioned
ceived by Farm Bureau orchard summing up, than the man who has "Father.” If he sits in his shirt
man.”
officer in the army under the rank of
If the speaker chooses to be inti project leaders or special committees, been active in business, or working sleeves and suspenders at hall games
captain. A don is any college digniand by them forwarded to the .Maine with ltis hands and brain (‘very day, end picnics, call him “ Pop.” If he
tary, from fellow to principal. Porridge mate or facetious he may say “ my
at tin1 time he ceases to exert him tills the land or teaches Sunday
moor, draper, treacle and tram, though j honorable friend.
A candidate foi Fruit Growers’ Exclutnge. which organ
self anal lets go.
school, call him “ Pa.” If he wheels
election to Parliament does not “run” ization will purchase the trees
unfamiliar, still need no explanation.
in
the
baby carriage and carries bundles
For
the
first
six
weeks
or
possibly
Mufti means ordinary male cloth for membership, but “stands for Parlia carload lots whenever possible, from
meekly,
call him “ Papa.” with the
six
months
he
gives
himself
up
to
the
ing; an army officer out of uniform ment,” and the electorate is composed
reliable nursery concerns. Every tree changed condition and instead of ris accent on the first syllable.
of
“electors,”
not
“voters.”
is said to be in mufti. To this officer
If lie belongs to a literary circle and
ing at it certain hour and following a
In the United States a pressman is will be inspected, before shipment, by
a sack suit or business suit is a lounge
writes
cultured papers, or if he is a
systematic course through the day he
suit. A derby hat is a bowler. He a man who runs a printing press, but a representative of the Maine De
reformer in politics and forgets to
loafs
and
enjoys
himself.
But
there
carries his clothes, not in a trunk, but in England he is a newspaper reporter partment of Agriculture and only
comes a day when ho finds that body vote, call him “ Papa,” with the accent
say,
a clean. No. 1 stock, will be accepted.
in a box. He does not miss a train; or, as the English usualiy
and
mind are both suffering from the on the last syllable.
A printing press is a
he loses It. He does not ask for a journalist.
These varieties only are to be hand effects of inertia and days are long and
If, however, he makes a pal of you
An editorial in a new.vround-trip ticket, but for a return machine.
when
you’re good, and is too wise to
nights are sleepless. Lucky man if
ticket. If he proposes to go to the |paper is a leading article or leader, led: Early Williams Favorite; fancy
let
you
pull the wool over his loving
health
does
not
break
down
under
the
Wealthy, Gravenstein, M e 1 n t o s h,
theatre, he does not reserve or engage A newspaper clipping is a cutting.
eyes when you're not; if, moreover
Northern
Spy;
commercial,
Wolf
River
.irregularities
forced
upon
the
physitickets, he books them. If he sits An editorial paragraph is a leaderette.
Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening.
(pie. Fount on your hands the men you're sure no other fellow you know
downstairs, it is not in the orchestra, The room clerk of a hotel is the
They
have
been
selected
as
having
you know who are dabbling in all has quite so fine a father, you may
A real estate agent or
but in the stalls. If he likes vaudeville secretary.
call him “ Dad,”— hut not otherwise.
dealer
is
an
estate
agent.
A
b a c h e l o r 1the most value under Maine’s present! sorts of things trying to pass the day
he goes to a music hall, where the
—The
Buzz Saw, Kansas City, Mo.
home and export marketing condi- .'away and forget that where
they
lives in chambers.
headliners are topliners.
tions;
because
their
hardiness
best'
were
a
power
and
a
producer
they
The English maintain most of the
The Englishman is very careful to
adapts them to withstand the rigorous I arc now shelved, half forgotten and
restrict his application of gentleman old distinctions between physicians
winter and because they are in no |ill at ease.
to men who are of a considerable and surgeons, barristers and solicitors.
sense experimental.
i There are women whom you and I
Barristers
alone
can
address
the
social dignity. Thus a shopkeeper or
Order
blanks
will
be
turnished
toj
know who for years have followed the
higher
courts
and
the
parliamentary
a clerk can never be a gentleman, and
leaders,
from same routine of daily life, he it hard
the qualifications of a physician, an committees; a solicitor must keep to the orchard project
author, or a musical conductor must office work and courts of first instance. whom any larmer may secure them : work or social pleasures, or worst of
b e established. But he is strangely A man with a grievance goes first to without charge. Printed information an a regular course of personal care
•careless in his use of “lady.“ He his solicitor, who then instructs or regarding planting, culture and care i to preserve face and figure and youthWhatever the line of
speaks glibly of lady
clerks, lady briefs a barrister for him. If th a t! " i l l also be furnished by the depart- f uj looks.
barrister in the course of the trial ment of horticulture, University of routine let that woman he released
typists and lady doctors.
for
any
Our own disposition to use the word wants certain evidence removed from Maine, thru the county agents, for thereby in good health,
less and less, as revealed by the sub the record he moves that it be struck the benefit of purchasers who may reason, and see how soon she becomes
not he familiar with the best methods nervous, dyspeptic, fretful and somestitution of saleswoman for the sales out, and not stricken out.
of
orcharding.
! times actually ill. Many a woman ,
Only
barristers
may
become
judges.
lady of yesterday, has no counterpart
A shipment plan is being arranged, 1lias said to herself, “ When my children ,
In England. There a saleswoman is An English barrister, like his Amer
whereby the trees may he paid for on get grown up I will humor myself to
still a lady shop assistant, and lady ican brother, takes a retainer when
delivery
or a sight draft mailed to the easy living” and to a few come that
is invariably used In such compounds he is engaged. But the rest of his fee
The freshly medicated pellets have
purchaser
at the time of shipment. No period. An empty house makes little
does
not
wait
upon
the
termination
ot
as a lady golfer, lady secretary, lady
been used for 00 years for the re
order
will
be
accepted
for
other
varie
work, and one cannot depend
on lief of Influenza, Grippe, Bronchitis,
He expects to receive a
companion and lady champion. The the case.
ties than those listed, or for less than,i friends all time for companionship
Pneumonia and Sore Throat.
women’s singles, in English tennis, refresher from time to time.
2(H
)
trees,
as
tilt1
plan
contemplates
i
!
Sorry
the
woman
who
finds
time
on
Pleasant to take
Easy to carry.
The common objects and phenomena
are always ladies’ singles; women’*
wear, In English shops, is always of nature are often differently named community planting. However, if sev her hands this way and wise is she
Will not tippet the stomach.
|
in England and the United States. eral persons wish to make up a joint j ________________________ _
ladles’ wear.
Dr. Hilton's No. 3 is an old stand
order
they
may
do
so,
by
delegatin'.;!
But this
is one of the few Such American terms as creek and
name instead of Inc:.
He calls its
president a chairman. Its> stockhold
ers are shareholders and hold shares,
Britons have never admitted that instead of stock, in it. Its bonds are
debentures. The place wherein such
the English language is at all proper
companies are floated and organized-ly spoken or written in the United the W all Street of London is called
States, and they have at times been (Mty with a capital C. Bankers and

AMERICAN AND
BRITISH LANGUAGES

j

CORRECT SPEAKING
One of the most

pleasing things

in young people is the habit of cor
rect speaking.

Let us advise all our

young readers to acquire it in early
life.

The longer von live the more

difficult the acquirement

NOT ^rHE ONLY ONE

ard reliable preventive, sure and safe.

euphemisms that the Englishman run for small streams are practically!0110 ot th('ir number to assume the
T h e re
A re
O th e r
H o u lto n
People
permits himself habitually to employ. unknown in England, and the English i responsibility ol Height acceptance
S
im
ila
rly
S
itu
a
ted
|i
United and payment.
H is speech, as a rule, is far more moor is a stranger in the
Already
two
parties
have
placed
or
Can
then*
he
any
stronger
proof:
straightforward than that
of
the States. The Englishman is naturally
American.
Thus, he knows nothing but little familiar with bayou, gulch, ders for 1000 trees each, and several offered than the evidence of Houlton
He knows other persons to whom the matter has residents.’ After you have read the
about help; he always calls those who canon, divide and bluff.
the
meaning
of
sound
(e.
g. Long been mentioned have expressed inter following, quietly answer the ques
work for him servants.
He never
uses the French employee in place of Island Sound, Puget Sound), hut est in it and an intention to take tion.
advantage of the opportunity.
John Kelley. 122 Military St.. Houl
clerk, workman or laborer though, always uses channel in place of it.
The
objects
of
the
movement
are
to
ton.
says: “ I can certainly say Doan’s ;
In the same way
the American
strangely enough, he does often use
Kidney
Pills do till they are recom
revive
an
interest
in
orcharding
in
the French commissionnalre for porter knows the meaning of the English
to do as I have used
this
but
almost
invariably
uses Maine, which in recent years has been mended
or doorman. He never calls an un bog.
and they rid me o;kidney
;
dertaker a funeral director or morti swamp or marsh instead. Foothill is very much on the decline; to eliminate remedy
by
official
inspection
the
possibility
of
trouble.
I
had
severe
p
a
ir.a
ero-;*
cian, or a barber shop a tonsorial an Americanism, as is cold snap: so
parlor, or a common public house a also are prairie, backwoods, flats and pringing poor trees into the State; to my hack and at times 1 thought, my ,
Lirnisti to purchasers maximum pro- hack would break, it pained so badly.
neck, in the sense of a peninsula.
cafe or restaurant or exchange.
The Englishman seldom, if ever, tecton at a minimum price; to influ My eyes would get puffy underneath
The American fondness for dis
My
placing terms of a disparaging signifi describes a severe storm as a hurri ence tin' production of varieties of ap and my sight became affected.
ples
best
adapted
to
climatic
condi
kidneys
were
irregular
in
action,
too.
tornado
or
a
cance with others measurably less cane, a cyclone, a
He does not say that the tions and the present commercial de 1 had been reading good accounts of
brutal, or thought to be less brutal, blizzard.
mand. The cooperating parties regard Doan's Kidney Pills so I went to !
such as ready to w ear for ready made, temperature is twenty-nine degrees or
the
labor income from tipple orchards Cochran’s Drug Store and got three
used or slightly used for second hand, that the thermometer is at twentyas
one
of the most satisfactory in boxes and used them until the trouble
aisle manager for floorwalker, loan nine degrees, but that there are three
Maim*
agriculture.
The plan outlined left me. I haven’t been bothered of
office for pawnshop, this weakness degrees of frost. He calls ice water
ir
a
modification
of
that
which was in late and I take pleasure in recom
iced
water.
He
knows
nothing
of
does not afflict him.
P. mending Doan’s "
What
we call troduced last year by Prof. H.
T o him the teachers in a secondary blue grass country.
Sweetser
of
the
department
of
horti
fide, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn ! ,
school do not constitute a faculty, but the mining regions he knows as the
culture,
University
of
Maine.
Co..
Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
i <
black
country.
merely a staff. He saves university
Nothing
better
reveals
the
gap
fo r educational institutions of the
the two
highest rank and does not apply It j separating the speech of
Indiscriminately to fresh water high countries than the words excluded
schools. He does not address a train from the polite vocabulary of each.
conductor (whom he calls guard, by Bloody is a good example; it has no
significance whatever
in the
the w ay) as captain. He does not evil
bestow the title of honorable upon an United States, but in England is re
endless rabble of officeholders, for its garded as indecent, and when Bernard
use is restricted by customs which Shaw put it into the mouth of a
have the force of law. It is properly woman in his play “Pygmalion,” it
i
accorded, for example, to the Lords made a sensation.
No Englishman of any dignity ever
of Session, to the younger sons of
earls, to all the sons and daughters mentioned his stomach in the presence 1
o f barons and viscounts and to maids of a woman; a number of euphemisms
o f honor to the Queen, but not to are in common use. such as Little
members of Parliament and not to Mary, to get around the occasional
necessity. But in the United States
the “gentry politics” in general.
But when an Englishman serves as the word is of such respectability j
applied
as a
the secretary or treasurer of one of that it is actually
the multitudinous charitable organiza euphemism to the whole region from
tions of his country he is very parti the diaphragm to the pelvic arch, and (
cular to indicate his volunteer char we have even coined an agectionate
|
acter by writing honorary before the diminutive “tummy.”
There’s satisfying comfort and cheer in a
If he is a musician, the Englishman ;
name of his office. If he leaves it off
breakfast cup of Postum, and there’s no disturb
still clings to a clumsy and archaic |
It is a sign that he is a hirelng.
ing element to irritate nerves or digestion and
An Englshman calls a corporation system of designating the length of
leave mental energy lagging before the day is
a public company or a limited liability notes. Thus he calls a whole note a
done.
•company. He writes L|d. after its semi-breve and a half note a minim.

(At all Druggists)

John

quisition

of

language

is passed

properly doomed to talk slang all his
lite.

.Money

procure

is not

neccessary

this education.

Every

As many cups as you like with any meal —
no after-regrets.

Keeps Fresh
and Fragrant
in the Sealed
Package

Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.
a
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Makes Ironing Easy
Used as cold water or cooked starch
with equally good results

ELASTIC STARCH
Send T O D A Y — f o r this
COMPLETE ONE MONTH’S ,
i f 0 0 P o s T ^ P ,LESy

1.

PAID

Your Money Back
If You Want It

REM-OLA
for PILES

must give you prompt relief from
Piles, Hemorrhoids and other ano
rectal troubles— or your money is
returned without question. That
shows our confidence in it. Can
you afford to pass up this oppor
tunity to test this reliable prep
aration in your own home— at our
risk? Mail us a dollar now— or
write for generous FREE SAM
PLE. Sent prepaid in plain, sealed
wrapper.
HENRY THAYER A
CO., INC.
Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

Costello

Res, 59 Court St., Phone 574-W

Cor. Main and Mechanic Strs., O ver Hallett-McKeen Co.

“You See Buick Knows
how to Build a Rear Axle”

I t ’s a rugged

powerful

axle

built to stand up under all road
conditions ad every unit
Buick car is like the
strong and serviceable.
1922 models have this
tional sturdiness.
see them today.

of the
axle—
Buick
tradi

Step in and

PRICES

PRICES
9 3 5 .0 0

2 2 -4 -3 4

..................... .......................... $

2 2 -4 -3 5

..................... ..........................

9 7 5 .0 0

2 2 -6 -4 7

..................

2 2 -4 -3 6

..................... ..........................

1 4 7 5 .0 0

2 2 -6 -4 8

...................

2 2 -6 -4 6

................... ............................. $ 2 1 3 5 . 0 0
P 4 T <i rtn

2 2 -4 -3 7

..................... ..........................

1 6 5 0 .0 0

2 2 -6 -4 9

...................

2 2 -6 -4 4

..................... ..........................

1 4 9 5 .0 0

2 2 -6 -5 0

................... .............................

2 2 -6 -4 5

..................... ..........................

1 5 2 5 ,0 0

F.

O .

B.

F lin t ,

2 6 3 5 .0 0

M ic h .

Fred E. Hall Company
Houlton, M aine
(C-l.MD

There’s a Reason” for Postum
Sold by all grocers

to
one

has it in his power. He has merely
to use the language which he reads,
instead of the slang which he hears,
to form his tastes from the best poets
and authors of the country, to treasure
up choice phrases in his memory, and
habituate himself to their use, avoid
ing at the same time, that pedantic
precision and bombast which show
the weakness of vain ambition rather

M aine and M assachusetts Licensed Em balm er
Phone

in

abuse, the unfortunate victim, is very

Undertaker

This is the start of
a better day

Thousands of former coffee users have found
that Postum meets every demand for a delicious
table beverage, and brings steadier nerves, clearer
mind— better health.

P.

correct

youth, the proper season for the ac

DAD

Dr. Hilton’s No. 3
will break up a cold

of

language is; and if the golden age of

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM
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rounding towns attended the SwarthChildren should not be held off. Let
more Chautauqua and were greatly
CONpleased with each program. The sale P R O G R A M O F T E A C H E R S
W e have read a story of a little them come near.
of season tickets and also single
V E N T IO N
boy who, when he wanted a new suit
tickets was a large increase over last
O ct. 21, 1921
of clothes, begged his mother to ask
(C OPY)
year. The free program given on Sun
9.30— 10.30. General Session, As
day evening was greatly enjoyed by a sembly Room Patten Academy. Chair his father if he might have it. The
luimmimuiumimimiiuuuiuimimimamiiiiiimmimiiiumimiiiiiiiimiiiiimuuiiimmmmmmuiimimiimimimimmmmimimmiuiiutimmiimiimmmr. full tent. The collection taken amount
I
man, Lucy P. Leach, Superintendent mother suggested that the boy might
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Shea of Houl ed to over seventy-six dollars.
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
ask for himself.
Subscribers should bear in
of Patten Union.
ton spent Sunday with Mrs. Maud
Judicial Court, next to be held at
Music
Irma Porter, Patten Academy
“I
would,”
said
the
boy,
“but
I
m ind th at all subscriptions are Stewart.
M r. Seth E. T a y lo r
Caribou, in the County of Aroos
Prayer,
Rev.
Skillin,
Pastor
Cong,
don’t feel well enough acquainted
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Randall of
The many relatives and friends of
took and State of Maine:
payable in advance and the pa
with him.”
Newport, Maine are visiting Mrs. Mr. Seth E. Taylor were grieved to church, Patten.
Elizabeth M. Drysdale of Houlton
per will be discontinued at ex Maud Stewart.
hear of his death which occurred at
Seco nd ary D e p a rtm e n t
There is a sharp reproof to the in said County of Aroostook, respect
Mr. Frank Estabrook and family the home of Mr. Edwin Merritt Fri
piration. Notice o f such expira
Chairman, Prin. C. A. Robbins, Pat father in reply of the son. Many a fully represents that on the four
and Miss Amy Little were in Bangor day afternoon, Oct. 14th, at the age
ten Academy.
father keeps his children so at a dis teenth day of November, 1901 at New
tion will be sent out the First of and Waterville last week.
of 84 years.
castle. New Brunswick, Canada, she
10.00—
10.30.
Demonstration
of
work
Mr. and Mrs. Eldin Gardiner and
tij
tance frou him that they never feel was lawfully married to William B.
Mr. Taylor had been in his usual
each month.
in
English
by
students
of
Patten
Fatten (.o n f i d e n t j a l l y and lovingly acquaint- Drysdale, and lived with him as man
baby spent Sunday in Crystal with heal‘th until a few days before his in English by students ot
Mr. and Mrs. Ollan Adams.
death. He took a cold and a severe Aeademy. Gertiude Little, ns nit oi. ^ with him. They feel he is sort of and wife at Houlton in said County,
Mrs. Henry Stewart
spent last
as attack of asthma his heart gradually
A e v " rty a monarch in the family. They feel until De<$ember 8, 1919, that ever
Sjnce the death of his wife in ‘ui'e'iTigh^School.
Mr. Janies Rogerson and sons week in Houlton with Mrs. Harry fai]e(]
since said marriage she has conduct
no familiarity with him. They fear ed herself towards said Libelee as a
i Mav 2nd, he has made his home most Instructor Patten Academy.
Donald and Norman have been visit Stimson on Kelleran street.
Miss Grace Britton and Mr. Kenneth of the time with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
ing relatives in Woodstock. N. B.
n oo— l l 15. Typewriting by music, him and respect him, and even love faithful, true and affectionate wife
home funeral Students of Commercial Course, Pat- him some—for children cannot help but that said Libelee, regardless of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingraham and Ivy of Isl^od F^ll8 spent Sunday with Merritt, from whose
James Rogerson were calling on
and J^rs' ^ aun<'.° Stewart.
service was held on Sunday afternoon ten Academy. Lottie Baker, Instiuc-; jOV)nfr
some everybody about them, his marriage covenant and duty, on
Mrs.
Fern
Hannigan and two R ev G. L. Pressey officiating. Many
friends in Island Falls. Sunday.
the eighth day of December. 1919,
but they seldom get near enough to
Mrs. H. A. Lovely, who has been children spent Saturday and Sunday beautiful flowers were sent by rela tor.
H T 5 — 11.45. The Gap between
__ , .
utterly deserted your Libelant withbetween the
me ........... ,
iwjuneriy
wi
visiting her son Robert Lovely in in Houlton with Mrs. Frank W lllett. tive« and friends
grades and the High School. Princ.i- ,nm to fe®l intimate with him. They I out . cause,
he lias
has
.. ~’ during
——* ***o which time
umc ue
Mrs. Henry Adams spent last Fri
Mr. Taylor was born and has always pal R. G. Reed, Sherman High School, seldom go to
Lincoln, has returned home.
! contrihuted
contributed nothing to her support.
suppe
...
......
&°
t0
him
with
their
little
)
day
and
Saturday
with
her
daughter
Mr. Harry Hope of Millinocket spent
lived here, of a large family he is
E le m e n ta ry D e p a rtm e n t
wants and trials. They approach him d" dtthat for. man>r
>'vars before such
Mrs. Byron Stewart, South street, survived by one brother, Mr. Theodore
the week-end in town.
Mrs. Hattie Hatfield, Miss Dorothy Houlton.
Taylor of Greenville, Me.
He had
Chairman. Prin. Harry Watson, thru the mother. They tell her every- j of
h? beeU , P i l t y
Hatfield, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Skillen and many friends wherever he was known, Patten Grammar School.
; thing. They have a highway to her I l i b e l a n t d dbU&,Ve treatment of
took supper Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eunice Lyons of Houlton spent being of a jovial
disposition his
10,00— 10.20. Grade 1. Miss Carrie heart on which they go in and out ' .Alul your lihelant further avers that
H. A. Hogan.
last Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. presence was always enjoyed by old
Bates" ’ith perfect freedom. In this keep- f
her sai(i intermarriage said
-------------------------Garfield
Burton.
and young.
10.20 TO.50. Grade
Mr. Moody Gerow and family. Mr.
Interment was made in the local
i ing-off plan fathers are to Marne. I h ^ ' f
t and Mrs. Roy Niles. Mr. and Mrs. cemetery.
1Giffin.
; oMntoxicating liquors.
Mrs.Thomas Melvin is confined to Millard Moore and son
Eugene of
I 10.50—11.10. Grade 4. Miss Ella
That your Libelant has made dili
her home by illness this week.
Houlton were Sunday guests of Mr
j TwitcheJl.
gent
inquiry, but that the residence
EAST HODGDON
Grade
6.
Miss
Dorothy
°;
° T n ^ood went and Mrs L j Bubar;
! 11.10- 11.40.
of said Libelee is unknown to your
Rev. A. . M. Thompson
will preach i Hathaway.
formerly of
to Millinocket Friday returning SaturMr
w
Tvrell
m i.
VYaiter
ailCl
1
» y-v . 0()1
Libelant, and cannot be ascertained
Linneus, has bought the property of 111 }he 1 mon church Oct. -•><!j 11.45— 12.15. Business Meeting.
day evening
by reasonable diligence. That there
Some from this place attended the I Chairman Walter E. Lane. SuperHarold “ 'Hoyt moved his family Herschel T
Ruih on Green street.
is no collusion between
them
to
jin*°
bou8e owned by Houlton, where he with his son Lewis funeral of Mr. Seth Taylor in Hodg- j intendent Smyrna Mills Union.
obtain
a
divorce;
but
that
your
don.
12.45—
1.80.
Dinner
at
Cong,
church.
Mabl© Hardy.
.
and family will reside.
Libelant believes that said bonds of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank MeAttoe were
The sum of $32.00 was received from
______________
matrimony ought to be dissolved,
the guests of relatives in Bangor the A fte rn o o n Session, T o w n H a ll, P a tte n
the supper held in the vestry of the
A A V ’E i n n
wherefore she prays that a divorce
past week.
!
1.30— 5.30
Methodist church on Saturday evenU A & rlfc L L J
P a ra m o u n t A ll S ta r P ro d u c tio n in
may be decreed.
A large
number
from this place etting.
M rs. Bessie H a rp e r
„........
....................
.........................
Chairman. Charles E. Byram.
‘ L ife ”
And your Libelant further prays
Charles
Mrs.
which was held j
unaries Cheney
tjneney left
ItJll Saturday
Ooiuiua., by
vj
i*lia. Bessie
ucooic; Sherman Harper passed
----- ;' joyed
jwj V the
.... Chautauqua
v.
Music, Island Falls High School
I f you enjoy clean and stirring melo- i that reasonable alimony, or a s p e c i f i c
the C. P. R. from Houlton for Topeka, away Oct. 2, 1921 at her home at Oak- at Hodgdon.
Orchestra.
rama don't miss this picture. There is sum in lieu of alimony, be decreed
Kansas to visit his daughter Mrs. field. Me. where she was born Jan. j
Mr. and
Mrs. Percy
London
of
Prayer, Rev. Lidstone, Pastor Meth
som ething doing e v er y minute— in fact to her, and that she may have the
Howard Nye.
12, 1865. She has been a very g r e a t ; Sherman were
the week-end guests odist church, Patten.
it
is cra mm ed
full of melodramatic |custody of their minor child named
There will be an entertainment here sufferer for years, latterly she was a I of relatives here.
Add ress, Physical Training, Thomas
Tuesday evening given by the G. N. helpless invalid.
Helpless in body
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Lowery of E. Packard, Superintendent of Houl situations. ( >ne reel com edy “ Rainbow Janies B. Drysdale, horn Oil tile fitth
is la n d ”
News
; day of August, 1909.
Paper Co. consisting of pictures, but very strong in spirit. She became Houlton
were the guests of Mrs. ton Union.
Elizabeth M, Drysdale
lecture, readings, music etc.
an earnest Christian years ago and I Edward Henderson Sunday.
Music, Male Quartet, Sherman High
Dated at Acton, Mass, this 23rd
The Swathmore Chautauqua will be joined the Smyrna Baptist church, of j
Mr. William D. Eartha and Miss School.
day of September. 1921.
here the 25th, 26th and 27th of this which she was a faithful member. 1Alice M.Winslow of Woodstoct were
Address, School and Its Discipline,
M a tt M oore and G ladys L eslie in
Signed and sworn to before me this
month. W e hope to have the new hall The funeral service was held from j married Tuesday, the 11th.
Mrs. Minnie Finch, Hodgdon.
23rd day of Sept. 1921.
ready for it by that time.
The her
church,
conducted hv
R e v .!
Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Kelley were
“ S tra ig h t is th e W a y ”
Address, Manual Training, H. S.
Allen Brooks Parker
chimney will be built and the furnace Margaret Koch. A portion of proverbs l called to Orient last week by the Caldwell,
A n thsorbing story o f how tw o men
Island
Falls and John
Notary Public. L. S.
put in this week.
31 was read, which describes this j death of his father. Mr. Kelley.
by fun
................... . return
.......
________
° f circumstance,
Houdlette,
Patten.
Helen, the seven year old daughter good woman accurately.
Truly h e r , The ladies will have a chicken stew
Address, The Noon Lunch and Play >to tin- straight and narrow path. Shows
S T A T E O F M A IN E
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Wood was children rise up and call her blessed, Thursday ('veiling, Oct. 2b, at tin Hour, Miss Kate McLeod, Hodgdon.
what early influence at home means to (L. S.)
home of Mr. Orin Taylor. Everybody
taken to the hospital at Houlton last and her husband praises her.
Address, School Improvement Lea- us in a f te r life. T w o reel comedy “ F i s ts AROOSTOOK, ss.
week and was operated on for
Mrs. Harper leaves to mourn her conic and have a good time.
gues and Their Value, Mary Callaghan a n d F o d d e r ’ B u r t o n H o l m e s
Supreme Judicial Court
Mrs. Annie Lincoln was called to
appendicitis.
She is doing as well loss her husband and six children,
Smyrna Mill.
In vacation. Houlton, October 14,
as can be expected.
Mrs. R. B. Crandall, Percy A. Harper. St. John, N. B. last Saturday by (I k *
Reading, Dorothy McLeod, Patten
1921.
— —--------Mrs. Mildred J.
Ham,
Caleb
A. death of her brother. Her daughter Academy.
In this action it is ordered by the
Doris |Mrs. Robert
Dickison of Houlton
E
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Harper. Marjory May and
Report of Committee.
court that notice
be given
said
loaves
j
went
with
her.
Address. Relation of Rural School
“ P la y S q u a re ”
E. B. Lilley and wife
left Monday
Mrs. ,Harper
also
HO ten.
iviuuuay 1-avinia.
. ,
. ,,
Libelee by publishing the libel and :his
v
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t
ci v l\rr»T
Teacher to the Community, Mrs.
fo g D y e r Brobk for a visit with rela- »■* l>rothPrs and sis era. Jlrs. Willmni
,,,
„
„
This is a crook play of a country boy order of court three successive weeks
tivea ^
Sewall. Island Falls; Mrs.
Susan
The annual session ot the Houlton Wilhelmina Gibbs.
who goes to tlie c ity and gets in wrong. in the Houlton Times, a newspaper
TT
n i_ *1. ^ town vrdori Berry, Island Falls; Mrs. O. L. Weeks, iDistrict Sunday School Association
Address, I)r. A. O. Thomas. Statv " F l a y S(|uare" will please the juvefcil-‘ printed and published at Houlton in
^ - S w ? Rftv H T
b I S Of Masardis.
The brothers are
Walter !will meet Friday, (let. 28th, United Superintendent of Schools.
mind itnd interest the more mature.
---- County of .Aroostook,
*l 1wv/.jioun, the
LilC IdO
said
last
Cente£lUe N B
Sherman. E. Corinth; Ambrose Slier-1 Baptist church. New Limerick. We
ft.Mu- (1.30.
Supper at
Methodist
Two red comedy “ L a R u e of P h a n t o m publication to he at least thirty day s
Miss Mae Crane returned from Lud0a^ eId: Fred Sherman. Island ; want delegates sent from every school, church.
V a l l e y ” . . B o n n i e S c o t la n d
before the next term of this court ii
in
low on
Saturday
after spending ^aBs- All the brothers and
sisters (Every one is cordially invited. Bring
------------------------------------------------- said County of Aroostook to be held
E
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Session,
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o
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n
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a
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,
days with relatives
were at the funeral wth members of your basket and enjoy both sessions.
at Caribou, in said county, on the first
7.30
Rev M H Turner and wife
of their family.
A fte rn o o n Session
Tuesday of February. 1922; that he
Blaine epent'eeveral days last week _ The floral offering* were m oat. .......... .
Servi.-..
H
A
R
O
L
D
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Chairman. Burton W. Howe.
may then and there appear and defend
with Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Carmchael. beautitut. The fragrance ot
the lovely
,
Rev. 11. II. (osman
Music,
Sextet,
Students
Patten
“ H e a r ts of Y o u th ’ if he sees fit.
Thomas H Henderson
has been uowers was a fit emblem of
the sweet
2.1.)
Reportsand
Business,
Academy.
Leslie C. Cornish.
based
on
drawn to serve as Traverse juror at influence that has been shed abroad j 2.45 Sunday School Equipment
a
•■'■mance based on the
the noted
noted novel
n o v e l ,, ( j k je f j ust.jee of the Supreme Judicial
Prayer, Rev. Skillin.
man
Ishmeal.
The
story
of
a
whose
(
Court
the 8. J. Court to be held in Houlton by this Christian woman
:
( ’ SlHi<ui
Exercises,
Pupils
Intermediate
in November
When such a me is taken out ot a .km) .Sunday School and Missions
birth was clouded by evil report and
A tr u e c o p v 0 f libel and order of
School. Patten.
e ire u m - court thereon,
Mr. Prank Thompkins of Mars Hill, community only a few realize what ;
Rev. G. 1 Pressv
Music, Mixed Quartet, Sherman whose life was shadowed by eireumstance. T w o reel com edy ““ T—h■“e R i o t ’
nrHst rtu>nnUv nurohnneri thft Allison has actually taken place. The multi- • .1.20 Sunday School and Church
Attest:
Michael M. Clark. Clerk.
High School.
W o l v e ^ i f L r S f m o v e d his family tude rushes on as usual in its mad j
Rev. D. F. ............
Mowery
Address. Geo. M. Presson, Adjutant
Mut* <£. Jeff
- ~
342
here this week
search after something they hardly •8.40 Sunday
School
and
Summer
Rev. A. M. Thompson 'General of Maine.
r ""
■ i,„
Miss Pauline Campbell
returned to know w h a t-n o t knowing that real;
School*
Piano Solo. Arlene Robbins. Patten.
her school in Monticello
on Monday, nioral and spiritual power has been ; 4.un Sunday School and its Attendant
Reading, Helen Tinglev. Smyrna
having spent several days with her taken away. It means much to have Rev. W. H. Johnson
Mills.
mother Mrs J A Stone
a Person >n a community who has 4.2" Open discussion of our work.
iiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiMiiiimmiKimimmitimiiimiimiiiiiiiimimmimimiMiMiniuniiiMiiiMiiiii
Solo, Mr. Veri Ludgate.
Recess and Picnic Supper. Bring a
Mr. and M rs.'w a ld o Ca’rmichael and come to God thru Jesus Christ and it
Address. Hon Percival P. Baxter,
basket
and
plan
to
stay
during
the
daughter Marie were the week-end doing the Father's will. \\ hen such
Governor of Maine.
one 5
ist! removed
it
long, evening.
guests of Mrs. Carmichael’s parents, a
" ™
—
5f should cause ln,,Lr
E ve n in g Session
long
thoughts.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Grant of Sher
7.no Praise Service
man Mills.
Rev. H. H ( ’osman
A. J. Wlggin, Supt. of Maintenance,
m
itinJUimiifitiHMiiiiiiDiiiimitnHitf “
Scripture and Prayer.
accompanied O. V. Jenkins for several
Mrs. Jackins of Houlton is the guest
Music.
Money
back
without
question
days last week in the interest of the of her son, Mr. Guy Jackins.
Reports of Committees and Offer
jiiimiiiiMiMJiimuiimiuiliumimmniiinmiHmii.miiiuiiiinimfiptfimmiiHiapmmiHMPiiiiii!.
|if H U N T ’S GUARANTEED
highways, returning to Augusta on
Rev. G. L. Pressey has recently
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES
ing.
'
(Hunt’s
Salve
and
Soap),
fail
In
Thursday.
purchased a Ford touring car.
7.3h Round Table
the treatment of Itch, Ectema,
Mrs. Allison Wolverton
XCE upon a time a man had a
|
^ „ was taken
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Quint are cnConducted by Rev F. C. Hartley
Ringworm, Tetter orotherltchvery
removed tertaining guests fr(>m
■ery ill
111 on Sunday and was
wa* ramovoa
im
iog skin diseases. Try this
Address
Rev. A. E. Luce
rom her home to the Madigan hosp.tal
Rev A E Luce 0( Houlto„
furnace which was not heating
|
treatment at our risk.
Closing
Exercises.
-***■— she —**1
where
was operated iinrvn
upon nn
on Mnn.
Mon ed at the _
M. E. church Sunday morn
President, Rev. F. Clarke Hartley
L. A. Barker & Co.. Oakfleld, Maine
his home to a very great degree
f

A WORD TO FATHERS

S u r r o u n d i n g To wns

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

NEW LIMERICK

MONTICELLO

Week of October 17,1921

Temple Theatre
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WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

LITTLETON
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HODGDON

Fable

lay morning.
ing,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cox and other
Mr. Clarence Ervin and family of
v e n ^ g ^ U h ^ M r!° a n ^ ^ r s . P
g ^ y 11 Were gUestS ° f friends hen
Volverton on Thursday. A delicious
j^r yand Mrs. Russell Carter ami
Mr.
>y8ter *tew was served at the close young daughter arrived from Conn.
the evening.
_
Monday and will make their homo

w

with Mrs. Carter’s father. E. L. Vail.
The gentlemen of the United
T jS n e u s
Mr. Frank Little sold his farm to Baptist church wll serve a hot roast
pork supper at Mayo Hall
Friday
dr. Lyle McGuire.
Mrs. Alfred Campbell Is visiting Mr. evening, Oct. 28th. Tickets 40 cents.
Proceeds for the ueiieni ul die church.
tnd Mrs. Ray Adams in Patten.
Large crowds from this and surMr. Byron Ivy w as the week-end
(U©8t of friends in Island Falls.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. W illis Bither
>n Sunday. October 16th, a baby girl.
Mrs. Addle Kelso of Providence. R.
. was visiting relatives here last
veek.
Money back without question
Quite a number from Linneus atguaranteed
ended Chautauqua in Hodgdon last ( £ 5 tf f i v t ! 5 d s 5 S S

the treatment ofltch, Eczema,
Mrs. Richard Byron is visiting her Rineworm.Tetterorotheritchinff akin diseases. Try thic

laughter Mrs. Norman Ellis at Dyer
Jrook.
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Furniture,

Stoves

ump of coal will you get until

|

any store in Eastern Maine

you give me more heat!”— The

1

poor nut froze to death.

1

Your business may not be givmg you just exactly the right

|
|

results during the present period
but good, fo r c e f u l advertising is

|
|

the kind of fuel that will bring

|

improvement. And don't insist
on getting results before you
supply the fuel, or like the man
with his furnacF- ycu’i!

r
:
-

to death.

i!

J. E Tarbell & Sons
Sm yrna M ills, M aine

L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine

^
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I

lower

X

to the basement stood before it
and exclaimed: “ Not one more

costs of doing business are much

["fatmlntatou*erUkT

f
|

and Pianos cheaper than

because we pay no rent and our

ECZEMA

veek.

'E

of satisfaction. One day he
became angry and going down
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Oakfield Ciotlimg Co.
Stock turned over to
H. A . Trefethen of
Bangor, Maine to sell
out regardless of cost.
Store closed Thursday
and Friday, this week.
Sale starts Saturday
morning, October 22

rrr* -srt;
A "
ty*
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to ' A

i )]u 11; ill'- best farm- in Sone r-"t
"I
.'S- ! '■‘gv.5,
'i

m

<'<>. three

■huivh, grange and -tore within a f*>w minutes walk.
■ii consists of <i wash room. sled,

.-tore a n d grain

limns, tool house, work shop ami a double garage.

for Paring”

Your bunds don't tiro usinu i pit rim;
knit'o Unit's correctly shapod. Kouu.
lasting odires make work l’astor an i
easier.
For paring and cutting up fruit and
vegetables l'or canning get a Win
chester knife. It will save time and
labor.
O th e r

W in c h e s te r
K n ives
E v e ry
Use

fo r

L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine
T H f

mile-

from

rail roc

Tim luiiid: .

in A 1 shape and newly painten. Fight room hous.- wi’ it a fifty foot

' 3

“So well shaped

‘ ■ P ' t *

- M C ff£ 5 T £ R store
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ro o m .

3en ;u ve> deareil lat i d ,

'a ’utie** in wood and timber.

The tint Iter lot is a dandy.

i '.Tug fields free from rock.

An ideal potato or

hue for the business.

Orchard enough for home use.

Holsteins is kept on this farm. Twenty-five to
b u s in e s s

15b acres

it)

iann and Wear <'d
A herd of pun- In .-d

fifty acres of potatoes

raised each year so the farm is in a high state of cultivation.
sell.

e ll

Tit ere are r V()

I have oth

is

er

which 1 must give my immediate attention so I have decided to

This farm can he bought for less than one half what it would led

if in Aroostook Go.

A good time to buy.

Home down and look it over.

M . P e a s 1e y
Pittsfield, Maine

